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Ojai, California 
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Swami:  Sorry for late.  Welcome to everybody to spending with the 
divine love, enjoying our time with the divine love.  Everybody’s 
understanding my English?  

Students: Yes.  

Swami:  Three days back, one man brought here one book from me. 
He took one book from me and he say last night, 9:30, 10:00, he 
comes, but still we waited morning by 10:30, 11:00, he not arrive. 
That’s why late arriving. If everybody gives the permission for to 
yourselves, if you give the permission to Swami, Swami will go for 
important place, bringing some important materials. It one hour, one 
and a half hour flight, and one and a half hour flight return. It is the 
most important materials is in somewhere – in San Francisco. But, I 
know everything in my mind, I can explain but if the materials is 
very good what you say, everybody says – good or not?  

Student:  Whatever you want. 

 
Swami: Pardon? 

 
Student: Whatever you say. 

 
Swami: You are not say... 

 
Rest of students: Yes. Whatever you say.  
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Swami: It is a some formulas in Supernatural Energies. That is a very 
shortcut road to get that divine grace. Suppose our course is four 
days, we can complete that within nine hours. Nine hours within 
twenty-four hours, maximum twenty-four hours. (Laughter) Like, 
that kind of energy formulas.  

First of all, two weeks back I gave a class on the how to manifesting, 
how to contact the divine angels in one system of the Five Elements. 
How many elements in our nature? Five.  On the Five Elements I 
gave a one class, two weeks back, ten days back. That same formulas 
how to do, how many times, what is the uses, what is the rules and 
regulations - in sections.  Everything, just I will sing one time and my 
student, she is one of in board member, she will teach everything by 
recording what is in sections. If you give the permission, I will fly to 
San Francisco, I’ll be here tomorrow morning and I will spend. And 
tomorrow night, throughout night, up to late hours – 1:30, 2:00, 2:30 
we’ll do hard work. Actually, last day is my flight to South Dakota to 
India. Because of you peoples, I change my.... extension three days, 
four days program. Am I right? In Los Angeles city, here I observe 
very powerful negative energies, very powerful negative energy. 
That’s why we must give the more knowledge on the spirituality – 
that is my ambition. Everybody I want to make a good healers.  

Manifesting is a fifty percent, healing is a fifty percent chapter. 
Healing is the very, very easy. To cure whatever negative energies, 
whatever the bad souls, negative souls, who was suffering with black 
magic, we can cure (snaps fingers) fraction of minutes. That kind of 
formulas, we have the discipline knowledge of three thousand years 
back knowledge. I have some books with me, palm leaves. You know 
palm leaves, palm leaves, palm leaves - the old books, scripts, palm 
leaves books, and two thousand years back there is no papers - they 
uses the writing on the palm leaves.  

Students: Laughter.  

Swami: They write on the palm leaves. Mostly, when I come on next 
trip, I’ll spend more and more time, ten days, fourteen days. This 
time, I’ll do the maximum service. I will cover the time. Now I will 
teach the Five Elements.  

The throughout the universe is, belongs to, working on Shiva. You 
know who is Shiva? Namashivaya. In the Namashivaya, there is the 
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five letters. That is called Five Elements. Na ma shi va ya. Earth, Sky, 
Fire, Water, Air. This called the Five Elements. Wherever you go in 
the universe, we can find the Air, we can find the Fire, we can find 
the Water, we can find the Sky. Throughout the universe, the Shiva 
structure is like a round stone. Have you seen the Shiva lingams? 
How it is? Is it round - like triangle?  

Students: (Students give answer.)  

Swami:  Like egg, our universal globe is structured?  How it is?  Our 
globe, Shiva linga, like a egg, like a Shiva linga, a globe.  So, the 
saints, the healers, the masters says, through this energy flows only 
through the Shiva. Wherever you see, you can find the Shiva energy. 
In the Five Elements, he is covered with his energy. Are you 
understand? In a throughout the Five Elements, Shiva’s energy is 
flowing. He’s everywhere. His energy is everywhere.  

First of all, we must be learn what is the Five Elements? How can we 
get from the Five Elements the energy? There is some formulas, 
mantras, I will teach. First one is the Earth. Generally we have the 
five fingers each hand. This is the Five Elements – symbol of the Five 
Elements. Na ma shi va ya. The Indian tradition says thumb is the 
Earth. This is the Fire. Big one is the Sky. This is the Water. This is the 
Air. We can find the Five Elements in our hand. You can do whatever 
you think of after communication with the angel’s souls in the nature 
- we can command the Five Elements from your hand.  

The Jesus also, one of human man, first of all, Buddha also as a 
human man, as a king, as a emperor. After he got the desire, what is 
the going on future? Why the peoples coming on earth and they are 
going? Then he wants to research on that. Then he went in the forest. 
He done meditation long time, then he find there is only result for the 
desires. In his research he find the desires makes to life and deaths. 
Then, after he commanded on the five elements - he can manifest in 
the nature. He can transfer anything from one place to one place from 
the air. He can send the message from here to anywhere. Message 
means now you're taking one phone, making the correct number dial 
to London, it goes to London to ringing.  

What is going on in the air?  Is there any bird, any angel is going?  
No. Your scientific reason says it is going vibrations, like in the 
spiritual system the saints says, if you pronounciation the correct 
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formula, if you sit in your meditation room, if you pronounciation 
that perfect formula, whatever you want to do – if you wants to give 
any message to anybody, if you sit here, if you give the message - 
automatically by telepathy... You know telepathy – by thoughts it 
reaches. There is the deep depth meaning through the universe, is 
covering with vibrations. We are almost all spending our time in the 
scientific reasons, but there is the greatest thing in the universe and 
that is the cosmetic (cosmic) energy. That is the spiritual energy. That 
spiritual energy is powerful than everything. Is the highest 
supernatural thing.  

So, first of all, we must learn the Five Elements, how to command the 
five elements. How to heal the human bodies through the five 
elements, that is, first of all I will teach, and tonight everybody’s 
practice. You have papers and pens?  If anybody’s not understanding 
my English, just say once more.  Don’t sit calmly, “If I ask, maybe 
Swami misunderstand, maybe peoples misunderstand.” Don’t think 
like that. If you have any doubt - clarify.  

First I will start with prayer mantra, everybody heal yourself…  

Swami:        Om Om Om.           Students join in: 

Guru Bramha,  

Guru Vishnu,  

Guru devo Maheshvaraha,  

Guru sakshat para Bramham,  

tas mai sri  

Guru veyna na Namaha.  

Anantas suri goti teja Swarupam,  

aikilandan sasba koti teja rupam. 

   Shakti sai rupam.  
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Everybody knows the Gayatri mantra? How many peoples know?  

Three times the Gayatri.  

Om Bhur Bhuva Suvaha  

Tat Savitur Varenyam  

Bhargo Devasya Dimahi  

Di yo yo Naha Prachodayat  

Swami: I will sing the correct pronunciation just in case somebody’s 
pronunciation is mistake. Om bur bhuva suvaha. Tat savitur 
varainyam. Bhargo devasya di mahi. Di yo yo naha pracho daiyat.  

That is the Gayatri mantra perfect pronunciation. Now, before 
starting, I will heal one or two peoples. Is anybody interesting 
healing from me?  

Students: Talking and laughter. (It seems that the tape here is paused.)  

Swami: Do you know Gayatri?  

There is three types and it is belongs to three angels. This is called, in 
Namashivaya, whatever I told going on continue writing. Na Ma Shi 
Va Ya. Na means first earth. Is belongs to the earth. Na letter belongs 
to, equal to - earth. In one element, I will tell that formula now – 
everybody write it.  

Om aim Kleem saoum, Sera hana bhava, Saya noli bhava – sa ya no li 
bha va Tri-pura bhava – Tri pura. Tri pu ra bhava Tiga yoli bhava – 
Ti ga yo li bha va Wari-pura bhava – wari pura  

Again I’m telling it. Again I’m telling same word. Wari pura bhava. 
Next word: Bhava noli bhava. Write it. Bha va no li bha va. 
Everybody got it?  These is all Sanskrit. Work hard. I am translating 
in English. We have one copy, but, everybody, I won't give this copy. 
First of all everybody must be write and answering the questions. 
And if they have any doubt, immediately asking. Tomorrow night, 
almost all, everybody’s doing hard work. Throughout night, I hope 
so. First of all I will tell – first check out:  
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Om Aim Kleem Saoum Student: Saoum?  

Swami: Saoum. Saoum Sera hana bhava – check it Saya noli bhava.  

(Students repeating the mantra.)  

Swami: Li. Saya noli bhava. Tri-pura bhava – are you got it? I’m 
telling, checking first once more. Not writing, Oh my God! It’s Ok? 
OK? First we will come from the beginning, from the beginning 
going on check. Ok? Om  

Students repeat each word after Swami. Aim. Kleem. Saoum. Sera 
hana bhava.  

Swami: Are you got it? Saya no li bhava. Are you got it? Tri-pura 
bhava. Are you got it? Write it. Who was not got it, they will write 
tri-pura bhava. Tri–t,r,i,p,u,r,a,b,hech(h),a,v,a. B,hech(hechforhoney). 
B, hech,a,v,a. V . V,vforvalium.  

Students laugh. 
 

Swami: Next: Tiga yo li bhava. Students repeat.  

Swami: Tiga. T,i,g,a. Y,o,l,i. Y,o,l,i. B,hech,a,v,a–bhava. Almost all the 
bhava, bhava, bhava comes. Is a natural word. And next word - Wari-
pura bhava.  

Students repeat.  

Swami: Wari – w, a, r, i. Wari-pura – p, hech, u, r, a. Bhava. Next - 
Bhava noli bhava.  

Students repeat.  

Swami: Again – bhava no li bhava. Next: Pari-pura bhava. Pari, pura. 
Pari, pura bhava. Next: Bhava noli bhava. Same word again comes. 
Om adi ti-ru mu-ru-ga. Adi. Adi. Tiru. Adi tiru muruga.  

Students repeat.  

Swami: Next word: Om guru guru Paramaguru. Next word: Om.... 
(the tape cuts to singing)  
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Students sing Oms. 
 

Swami: Next word. Om kumara rana kalam.  

Students repeat each word. 
 

Swami:  Ra na ka lam. 

Students repeat. 
 

Swami: Ra na ka lam. 
 

Students repeat again. 
 

Swami: Next word - Om shanti shanti shanti-hi.  

Students repeat. 

 
Swami:  Shanti hi. 

 
Student:  How many shantis? (Students answer)  

Swami:  This is I’m giving the First Earth Mantra. Tonight everybody 
is practicing this mantra. I will be here tomorrow morning and I will 
select each person. Without seeing the paper, they must be tell, 
straightly.  (Swami repeats first few lines of mantra super fast)   

Swami:  Like that. Another one?  

Students: Yes!  

Swami: One does – everybody can do. Follow my way. You try your 
best. I think everybody have gotten the record. Once more I’ll record. 
Which means, if you have any doubt, clarify yourself.  
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First Earth Mantra  

Om aim Kleem saoum 

Sera hana bhava Saya noli bhava  

Tri-pura bhava Tiga yoli bhava  

Wari-pura bhava Bhava noli bhava  

Pari-pura bhava Bhava noli bhava  

Om adi tiru mu-ru-ga 

Om guru guru Paramaguru 

Om kumara rana kalam 

Om shanti shanti shanti-hi  

 
Next day 

Swami: Nine times everybody with starting with the Om.  

(Everybody sings Om nine times.)  

Swami: Guru Bramha, Guru Vishnu, Guru Devo Maheshvaraha, 
Guru Sakshat para Bramham Tas mai Sri Guru Veyna Namaha. 
Akandala mandala karam sakalajara jalavyaptam sarva koti deva 
karam sad guru sai natha rupam sad guru sai natha rupam  

Welcome my Dear, Divine Souls. Last day we have completed the 
First Earth Mantra. I think everybody got it, is there any doubts on 
First Earth Mantra, on pronunciation or any spelling mistakes?  
Diana F., how many you are told? All? How many elements you are 
told to them?  

Diana F.:   Just the one. 

Swami:   Only one? 
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Diana F.:   (Speaks too low to be heard)  

Swami: This Earth mantra, every day 108 times - 41 days. Same time. 
Everybody must be practice it. Suppose if you sit in morning hours, 
again, next day, evening hours, again, afternoon hours. Next day, 
again, midnight hours – it’s no good. You select one time, then 
whenever your leisure. The most time is important all, everybody can 
best time is night time when you’re going on bed, most 11:00, 11:30 – 
10:30, 11:00 – that is the best time to everybody. Taking one 
rudraksha mala - it is a 108 bubbles in that seeds – kind of rudraksha 
mala.  

Everybody, the rudraksha mala - how to ... they don’t know how to 
turn it – somebody’s like this turning. This finger (the first finger) is 
no good. This finger is the Fire, it burns, you must use this finger. 
(Swami indicates longest finger). You observe the Indian saints in any 
pictures, or in movies, anywhere, they uses this finger. This finger, 
turning like this, this finger (the Fire finger, index finger) not touch - 
this finger. From help of the Earth talent... Thumb means Earth. This 
finger is?  

Students: Fire.  

Swami: This finger is?  

Students: Sky.  

Swami: This is?  

Students: Water.  

Swami: This is?  

Students: Air.  

Swami: Good. (Students laugh) We must always use Sky and Earth. 
It means your doing in the Air except Fire – from Earth to Sky. 
There’s no limit for that. Infinity energy. That is the symptoms. If you 
use the Fire, it is burnings, stoppings, make the ash – no use. You are 
doing and decharging – doing and decharging. No use at all. You 
observe any saints, Indian saints, any spiritual masters, they uses 
only these two fingers. Like practicing.  
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Student: Does it matter which hand?  

Swami: Any hand. No problem. After 41 days after, our soul is 
purified with the highest healing, this mantra. How to use this 
mantra in front of the people, in front of, what is the uses of this First 
Earth mantra means? If anybody have the negative souls ... You 
know negative souls? Souls – devil souls. You know devils? Are you 
seen it? (Much laughter) There is some souls in the nature, bad souls, 
and the Divine souls. If there is a God - there is a Devil. If there is no 
Devil, there is no God. If there is a good, there is a bad. If there is a 
dark, there is a light. If there is a woman – female, there is a man. 
That’s make the creation. It is true. Fifty percent, fifty percent – equal 
in the nature.  

Certain kind of negative souls, suppose we are walking in the lawn. 
Hundred years back, two hundred years back, the peoples made a 
dead body in the earth. Are you understand? That soul is living on 
that place – it’s cannot going, it’s cannot coming – it’s living on that 
place. When you’re walking, unfortunately, if you skid and fall down 
on that – from Earth ... Earth have a supernatural energy. It’s 
magnetism energy. To anything, it magnetize. Sometimes, 
unfortunately, some negative energy comes to our soul. It’s became 
like electric shock, like hysteria. And some direct souls will come to 
our soul, making two souls in our heart, and it’s making to 
vibrations, talking like madly, behaving activities madly . They don’t 
know whatever they’re doing. Something is happening, but, without 
the scientist, it is hysteria, it is – mind is totally depression.  

That is seventy-five percent, but twenty-five percent is some actions, 
reactions, of the souls is also running in the nature.  On the moment, 
even the negative souls is there, in your heart, you must sit in front of 
the patient and you must be going on continuation this mantra. Each 
mantra, after, suppose one time Om Aim Kleem Saoum, sera hana 
bhava, saya noli bhava, tri-pura bhava, tiga yoli bhava, wari-pura 
bhava, bhava noli bhava, pari-pura bhava, bhava noli bhava, Om adi 
tiru mu-ru-ga, Om guru guru Paramaguru, Om kumaraa rana kalam, 
Om shanti shanti shanti-hi, then after (he makes blowing sound) 
blowing the air to his face. Then your soul is charging, and making 
the air to his face - after, 108 times after, you take the two hairs off his 
hand ... his head – two hairs. And that two hairs you make in a bottle. 
Put in a bottle. After a 108 times blowing after... blowing after or you 
can use the thumb – you know thumb?  
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(This is unheard question or remark from a student)  

Swami: You can use the thumb. If you use the thumb, after, 
decharging is, if you went in the lawn, you know lawn? Or you must 
put the thumb on the Earth and, again, you must do the ten to fifteen 
minutes the same mantra. If you make a thumb on his third eye and 
getting that negative soul from your heart, that energy, that energy, 
again, you are going to decharge to the direct Earth, from use of only 
thumb, not all the fingers.  

(Student asks inaudible question)  

Swami: No, no, no. I’m telling two systems. There is three types of 
systems. I’m telling the simple method. I told, last time, the peoples 
when they are learning ... first of all going and sit in lawn, putting 
their thumb in the soil, going on continuation, 41 days 108 times. 
After it purified it becomes magnetism and it becomes warm – if it is 
warm, you got it. Then, after using the third eye with the thumb, 
even the, whatever the negative energy, it suck the thumb. The 
symptoms is, if you take a magnet – big magnet – if you take a small 
needle ... needle, you know?  Iron needle. If you going on rub this 
few minutes, again you take another needle, you put the needle, it is 
become magnet. If you’re going on putting your thumb to earth, 
perfectly pronunciation of this Earth mantra - in the Vedas, highest 
supernatural energy formula, this have highest energy, understand? 
Highest energy. If you touch anybody, is there any negative energy, 
it comes. After coming, again you must put the Earth your thumb, 
making the decharge, with the same mantra that is one system.  

And second system, blowing, blowing the air. After blow the air, 
taking the two hairs, putting in one bottle, put in a bottle, and close it. 
You throw it in any water, ocean, lake... After touching that bottle, 
that soul is disappears in the water. The ocean is the highest energy, 
you know - highest supernatural energy. Seventy-five percent 
energy, ocean have, twenty-five percent energy, earth have. In front 
of ocean, if you sit, after, we can come in the water, the water system 
we can learn, the waves of energy from the ocean - highest energy. 
Generally the saints is sit in front of the ocean on the mountain seeing 
the ocean and sucking the energy.  

That is the secrecy. Highest cosmetic (cosmic) energy flows on the 
place. Water have operating, that energy, sun rays that energy – if 
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you have perfect magnetism power with mantra, you can attract that 
energy to your soul. After getting the inner energy, our soul became 
Divine, elevated soul. You know elevated soul? El-e-vated. This is the 
first system of the Earth. Who can heal powerfully, almost all 
elements is gives the healing, except Sky. From this help of this 
mantras, there is no failures in the healing systems. No failures. You 
no understand, it perfect works. Now we enter to ... Is there any 
doubts in this first Earth?  

Student: Asks inaudible question. 
 

Swami: Three systems, it will come ons this is the...  

Student:  Making comment. Asking questions.  

Swami: No, each one. I said one time practice. After one mantra 
(makes blowing sound), one mantra (makes blowing sound again), one 
mantra (blows again). Any doubts?  

Student: Another inaudible question.  

Swami: If you have patience, do three. Yes, one is enough, any one is 
enough, if you have interest, to doing practically you sit, three 
attempts in three days. Are you understand?  

Student:  Did Satya Sai Baba teach this system to you?  

Swami: Satya Sai Baba? This is the system of the two thousand years 
old books. Satya Sai Baba teaches, Satya Sai Baba he heals, to 
everybody, with his eyes.  Only with his eyes and he gives at a time. 
You know what is the meaning? Is anybody seen Satya Sai Baba? 
You?  Baba always seeing like this (demonstrates), are you observe?  

Student: Yeah.  

Swami: It means he’s sending the healing. He’s sending the blessings 
to powerful to everybody. He always staying like this, you 
understand? Are you seen? No? You seen? He’s always writing on 
the sky. He’s using like this... he uses one element on commanding. 
You know everybody, Shirdi Baba history? His life history? Wait, you 
read the life history of Shirdi Baba. Shirdi Baba’s life history’s almost 
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all belongs to the five elements. Generally we are all people’s 
thinking, why’s Swami telling, he’s told manifesting, but he’s telling 
healings, he’s telling five elements.  

This is the Five Pillars. This is the pillars... to making any building. 
Without a, b, c, d, e – alphabet, you can’t write letter. Understand? 
These Five Elements is the foundations - five Pillars in the universe. If 
you got the five pillars, you can do, you can approach to anything. Is 
it bring possible any Sanskrit master here? Possible? If it possible 
Sanskrit master, Sanskrit and Telugu master, good master -I will send 
the Xerox copy of original book of palm leaves to one man, and he 
can learn... that Sanskrit master teach reads we can hear what is in 
that. Or we can put another program – make a Sanskrit/Telugu 
master. I know Sanskrit/Telugu very much, but, one man, is another 
man is good for night times times doing hard work. That book is 
quantity. Thousand eight angels, thousand eight types of works, 
thousand eight types of manifestings - highest knowledge.  

Gaya: Is there someone in India that wants to come over here and do 
that for us?  

Swami: Oh my God!  

Students: Much laughter!  

Swami: You find here, I think, lot of peoples, Sanskrit and ...  

Gaya: You mentioned Shirdi Baba and someone said this morning 
that Shirdi Baba would drink and smoke...  

Swami: Yeah - I will teach. It's comes in fire. He’s always smoking - 
with Fire. That smoke (makes blowing sound) he blows. The patient - 
why Baba you are doing like this? (laughter) Hey, my little baby, sit 
down. I’m healing you. Sit down. That smell is very hot and hard - 
strong. The ganjai. You know ganjai?  

Students: Yeah.  

Swami: Ganja is like drowsy. Some peoples, delicated peoples, 
they’re sometimes they sleeps. They’re sucking that smoke... healing. 
Earth mantra is the highest vibrations, highest vibrations. You see in 
your lives practically. Right, the second earth mantra. Om Sra. Write 
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it! (There is some inaudible conversation) Yeah. It’s your will and wish. 
But, one condition, who is the people here, they must be only they get 
the papers – not exposed, not giving to anybody. This is not... 
hmmm... not for to everybody. You are select to God with my 
program to giving this formulas. Understand? If you give this one, 
that same person doing without my healing, it’s no good, it’s not 
work powerfully. And after the Five Elements, again, I want to heal 
everybody. Making them to ready and releasing. Then they’ll start. 
Without healing, with Five Elements, I must use them and making 
the capacity energy – releasing. Without healing, if you gave 
anybody, if they dos, you are losing your energy. He sucks your 
energy. And, also, suppose if you wants to discussion this mantras to 
anybody, no. You must sit only in your room, only alone and 
concentrate your doing. If each of the one and another one sitting and 
each other doing there meditation... like magnets... if you put like 
this. Heavy disturbance. You can’t get if you do hundreds of years, 
highly impossible. So, only one soul, sit, concentrately, going on do 
meditation, suck the energy. Yes?  

Gaya: I have said yes to a couple of people today...  

Swami: Today they must do, up to the course, after then they 
disperse in their houses, in their lawn, they must be sit alone. 
Suppose, in the house three peoples learn at a time here. Two peoples 
learn at a time. But, when they are doing this meditation, I will give 
the one flower or any leaf or root - its protects. You put in front of 
and do that. I will give with flower or leaf or root, any stick with 
prayer. When you are doing, use that stick or flower, or leaf. Suppose 
in the house, three people’s doing at a time, without stick, without 
flower...  

Student: Even in the house? Not just in the room? (Further question or 
comment – inaudible)  

Swami: Ok, umhmm. And all of people doing in fire puja tomorrow 
night – fire puja... powerfully each name, I’m doing the fire puja. 
Today evening I’m doing forty-five minutes mostly, I brought some 
short-cut knowledge and some herbals and divine things. And 
tomorrow, in front of fire puja, highest healing everybody’s gotting 
from me and tomorrow night, I’ll tell the spot. Here we do today, no 
problem. Umhmm, in the open everybody must be sit - I'm doing the 
prayers. Everybody must be healing yourself and again I will give the 
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healing energy to everybody. And night, everybody, I will tell only 
one word. If it possible... we’ll decide after the Five Elements. 
Healing throughout night, everybody. Practicing maximum fourteen, 
fifteen hours. And tomorrow evening, direct coming to fire puja, 
getting the energy, capability to do after tomorrow, healing to 
everybody. To patients and learning this knowledge, practicing the 
knowledge. So, we’ll see. Om Sra. 
 

(Students repeat each word) 
 

Swami: Nam. Bhum. Bhum. B, hech, u, m.  

(Student repeats spelling for everybody)  

Swami: Sra Nam .. Bhum. Bhuteshvari. Bhu. Te. Shwa. Ri. Mama. 
Mama. Ma – ma. Kuru. Ku. Ru. Svaha. Everybody once check it. Om. 
Sra. Nam. Bhum. Not bum, bhum. Bhuteshvari. Mama kuru. Swaha.  

Second Earth Mantra  

Om Sra Nam Bhum  

Bhuteshvari  

Mama Kuru Swaha  

Got it? Already you got it? But, even though you got it, teaching is 
my duty. All the peoples in San Francisco, they told, no Swami, you 
go morning – 7:30 flight and you will reach by 8:15, 8:30 – go there 
nine o’clock and I say no. Lot of peoples are waiting. Then, making 
car, throughout night journey.  

So, in my inner sense, I’m feeling I’m not giving good service to all. 
Inner sense feeling, why you made your program? You are not giving 
a good service to them. So, even though pain in heart, I’m not giving 
good service but, I’m trying my best, I’m trying my best. But, I 
promise, if you put a next time, in any different long place, just I 
come from India with Sanskrit master... if you find here Sanskrit 
master, I’ll spend more than ten days. Sanskrit master must be 
powerful, that is your duty. Daytime, almost all, I will give 
explanation, night times, he gives the... I’ll operate discussion, are 
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you understand? In my mission, my aim is, I want to make 
supernatural healers in the United States. Here in this Los Angeles, 
Las Vegas, and these places.... I went Las Vegas (laughter) just, 
actually my plan is to stay three days, but I stayed only one night - 
highest negative energy, negative energy born that place, egative 
energy born in that place. Born. Born. Starting point. Generator point. 
And Los Angeles, everybody knows about it, so, we make it.  

This is the mantra is totally belongs... everybody must write 
whatever I’m telling. Don’t depend on the voice recording. If you are 
de... Last time when I’m give course, no recordings – I stop 
everything recordings. This time now, time means I’m giving the 
chance. Recording makes to man’s mind lazy.  If you depend on the 
calculators in the mathematics, in the speeches, the divine classes, 
you are depending on the recordings, it becomes the mind lazys.  Is 
my open thought, ok…  

This is totally belongs to Bhuteshvari, this is the angel. The angel 
name is Bhuteshvari. Everybody must do the forty-one days, 108 
times, minimum twenty-one days to forty-one days, but put the 
forty-one days. After forty-one days, when you are sleeping in the 
midnight times, our body will become very light. You know light? 
Weightless. When you’re sleeping, you feel it, weightless. That is the 
symptoms of you got it or not that type of energy.  

When you are doing this meditation, after forty-one days, a certain 
time, a 108 times, 108 times, your body will become light warm. You 
know warm, light heat. That is one kind of symptoms.  After you got 
that type of symptoms, you can utilize this energy to the people, 
human beings.  How to utilize this means, it must be very sensitive 
and very careful here, when you are doing this mantra, most of the 
people, when they touch the...again it must be with the thumb... 
when you use the first mantra to one man, he’s not feeling good still, 
then it is the second arrow, you know arrow?  Second attempt with 
this mantra. When you are using this thumb to... first of all you are 
using thumb this direction... second direction, this mantra, you must 
use this direction.  

(Swami is demonstrating the directions of the thumb on the third-eye.)  

First of all if you do like this, first of time is not working well, then 
use the second attempt like this. (Thumb pointing downwards.)  
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Student: Second repetition or second time...?  

Swami:  No, no, no. Second mantra, that is most important.  If you 
use same like this (thumb pointing up) your total energy’s going lost, 
again you must redo forty-one days, again testing will come.  First of 
all if you do like this, second mantra if you do same like this, the 
Earth Mantra failures, total failures.  Again you must repeat first 
from beginning, to repeat it to purifying your soul. Understand, so 
different directions.  

Student: In the first attempt 108 times?  

Swami: 108 times. Good. And, again, same process – removing the 
thumb, decharging the earth, soil. Thumb, only the thumb must be 
touched, not all the fingers, only thumb.  

Student: We will be able to tell, we will know? (asks question about 
being able to recognize whether or not the mantra has worked.)  

Swami: You can see, you can recognize in that man, in that patient, 
he always like that, use the second attempt. After, even though the 
second attempt, he’s not work hundred, hundred percent first 
mantra, first attempt, (makes whistling noise and snaps fingers) 
works - not possible.  Come to Sky, there’s another, it comes, a lot of 
things comes now.  Water is here? Ok that is the second Earth 
Mantra, ok any doubts?  

Students:  Do we put the soil on our thumbs? (inaudible)  

Swami: Thumb? Um-hmm, just repeating same mantra, um-hmm, 
ten to fifteen minutes and also, when you are learn this Five 
Elements, say suppose twenty peoples, patients came, you have no 
time.  If you call you friend, calling your friend, “My dear friend I am 
going to somewhere.  I will do ten peoples, you come and you do ten 
peoples healing.” This two persons cannot use, at a time, this 
mantras.  Suppose to house came fifty peoples to... for healing.  She 
got name and fame and fifty peoples came her house.  She have no 
time to heal everybody, then she wants to help to any your friends. 
She’ll call you, if anybody came, not to do on the place. (Snaps 
fingers) Somewhere else - you cannot breathe that air in that place, 
waves you can’t breathe the air.  
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(Student asks inaudible question)  

Swami: After the third one is over, I will tell how to do. I’m going to 
tell very systematically step-by-step, step-by... don’t be hurry.  

(Student asks question or makes comment that Swami has trouble 
understanding)  

Swami:  Pardon?  Excuse me?  Best time?  Second mantra, it is 
mostly, night hours is good. The meditators, night hours and early 
morning hours, is the best time, early morning hours is, somebody 
haves get the sound sleep, they don’t know.... they wants to try to 
wake up, but unfortunately good dreams, happy dreams come, they 
wake up 6:30, 7:00.  So, it is dangerous time.  

Night times is when you are going on bed - perfect time. Some 
peoples, when they are practicing, “Ok, I can wake up three o’clock, 
no problem.” And two days he will wake up, third day, 
unfortunately, he will sleep. He wake up 6:30, 7:00 o’clock and he 
say, “Ooohp, time is over.” So, it’s no good, understand? So, you 
select your own time. I don’t know what your programs and busy 
schedules.  I like to... my preference time is I will give only midnight 
hours, matter of one hour, one and a half hour.  

If you get this speed communication... speed (Swami begins to recite 
the second earth mantra very quickly over and over) like that, 108 
times – matter of fifteen minutes. (makes whistling sound) (Laughter) 
Like that - over, the speed must be.  And when you are doing speed, 
must be very careful before you are doing pronunciation right or not. 
One time, two times, make the tape recorder and do, again you listen, 
after you done perfect or not. Understand? Pronunciation is most 
important, pronunciation is the most important, not melodious - 
perfect pronunciation.  

(Student is speaking inaudibly)  

Swami: Again must come fast. I will tell on the third after, how it is 
systems, Earth systems totally. This third one is, totally belongs to 
wealth, wealth, wealth.  

(Students having trouble understanding the word.)  
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Swami: Money! (Laughter) Attracting the money power! Don’t like 
it? (Laughter) Everybody love it. (More laughter)  Ok. Om. Aim. 
Kleem. Kleem – k, l, e, e, m. Sreem. Sreem. Om Maha Lakshmi Ayna 
Namaha. Om Maha. Maha. Lakshmi. Ayna. Ayna. A, a, n, a. A, a. 
Ayna. Ay. Na. Ayna. Namaha. Om Aim Kleem ....  

Again, I will repeat.  

Third Earth Mantra  

Om Aim Kleem Sreem,  

Om Maha Lakshmi,  

Ayna Namaha.  

Everybody got it?  You’re not write it, good.  

(Swami responds to some comment or question from a student)  

Swami: Yeah. Saraswati Mantra?  Om Hreem Shreem Kleem A yna 
Namaha. That is a general healing. That’s why all the makes 
confusions.  Who have no confusions, they practice, practice – expect 
perfect.  It’s not a big problem, I’ll wake you no problem. (Laughter) 
There is a lot of general Divine, spiritual healing mantras, but the, 
throughout belongs to the Five Elements healing mantras, is where is 
there. If you brings this Five Elements mantras to any spiritual 
master, they see, “What is this?” Each spiritual master have one 
system - their own system. Suppose each lady they find a good 
cooking in different taste. If the food, if you give to any good cooking 
man, he taste, “How it’s possible to make like this?” He knows 
everything, how to cook, but he must be also some time confused. 
Each saint, it is knowledge of two thousand, he satisfied the systems. 
That same book, it is only one book in the universe, understand?  
That book is with me, some books I have with me.  

Swami:  If you touch that book, vibrations, like electronic vibrations, 
palm leaves. You know leaf? Palm leaves. It’s Ok, so, we’ll put next 
time, any time program. We will make a program. Is anybody 
interested? Continuation? How many peoples is interested? 
Somebody’s like this, means fifty percent? (Demonstrating hand only 
half up) (Laughter) Oh, all - of course. So, even you show these 
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formulas to any spiritual master... He told about the Karnamai 
healing mantra. What is that? Hreem, Sreem, Kleem, Saraswati Ayna 
Namaha, that is a natural healing. Is there anybody got any spiritual 
mantras to any holy persons? No?  

Student speaks about TM.  

Swami:  Maharshi? Not happen, anything. (Laughter) I’m telling 
true. Am I right? Siddhis, you got it? I’m not feeling. You know John 
Gray?  

Student says: Yes 
 

Swami: You know John? Who is he?  

(Student answers inaudible)  

Swami:  In San Francisco he met with me, he met John.  He’s very 
close to Maharshi, um-hmm. Night, after twelve o’clock I and he 
discussion lot of things.  Just I listen the Maharshi sutras, Kundalini, 
like flying vibrations. That is the, my nature is not criticism, are you 
understand? All of the supernatural saints, I must have to check, I 
will give my humble pranams to everybody, supernatural saints.  The 
perfect ways is quite... powers is different, powers is almost belongs 
to angels. You know?  Siddhis is totally belongs to the angels and the 
Kundalini, these all belongs to the soul, are you understand?  

The soul must be called the angels, that is called the siddhis, that is 
powers, siddhis means powers, powers works on only the angels. 
Powers means the angels. The soul commands the angels in the 
nature. In the nature means the five elements. These are all the 
processes. This the Kundalini Yoga is totally belongs to the soul –
peaceful, vibrations, making like that electric shock, like flying 
systems, understand? That is called Kundalini – wake-upping the 
Kundalini is the Bramha Nadi, Rajo nadi, Kejo nadi, shakti nadi.  
That is making different kind of energy passing from the soul and 
you feel the Satchitananda. When you feel the Satchitananda, just 
from the air, two feet, three feet, four feet…  

Maharshi is doing... when he’s doing... the masters only they dos in 
only the secrecy room, in the dark room, only he.  Anybody seeing 
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the Maharshi’s doing like that in the air?  Then, never give the chance 
to anybody, never give the chance to anybody these are all deep 
things. The peoples generally they think, “Swami’s very engaged.  
He’s telling a lot of things.”  Is it true or not?  In India, per a day, 
some thousands of peoples coming in front of me to just discourse, to 
getting blessings. I have a beautiful ashram in India, beautiful ashram 
near Puttaparthi. Lot of peoples coming, sitting, doing the bhajans, 
meditations, lot of saints coming to listening words.  

You know Agape, Agape in Los Angeles, James there, Agape 
Church?  James, he done one fire puja with me in midnight hours and 
he also one of lucky persons from getting of supernatural things, very 
lucky person. The student must be know how you must utilize the 
master in front of me. That is the greatest technique. True! Right. 
Now we are crossing Lakshmi mantra. (Swami asks someone offering 
him something if it is from the grapes and then turns it down)   It’s 
ok, it’s ok, but, this mantra is totally belongs to the Lakshmi. Who 
was suffering the money problems, and mental tensions with their 
working, any problems, even though they are doing hard work, the 
money comes - it goes. (Laughter)  

Suppose, in a month five thousand dollars comes, (snaps fingers) 
automatic comes – we don’t know how it going. (More laughter) That 
kind of things comes, again it going. If you use this mantra in your 
life, almost all it’s stagnant. You know stagnant? Preserves. It’s true. 
Practice it. You are suffering a lot of things in your life and also, you 
must mention it, if you try to do, twenty-one days is enough this one 
- 108 times. Better time is evening hours, 5:30, 6:00.  It means, the sun 
is going to down, the moon is coming up, at that moment every day, 
every person, they make the lights in the house.  Light is the 
Lakshmi. If you do this mantra on the time, you’re inviting the 
Lakshmi.  Even though you are in a car, driving on the time, just you 
stop or you give to the steering to your friend and you sit in back, 
take rudraksha mala. Fastly – teka, teka, teka - fifteen to twenty 
minutes, maximum twenty minutes… Everybody can have that kind 
of speed maintenance.  It is very easy by going on. Three, four days is 
very hard. Then fifth day it goes (whistles).  It’s all possible. (Swami 
repeats the Lakshmi mantra very quickly)  

Student: Are we supposed to do the same as with the second mantra, 
forty-one days?  
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Swami: No, I will tell. Now we are completed the three... one 
minute... this is also, we must mention the circles, nine circles. Can 
you show them Diana F.?  Nine circles, in middle is small circle, 
small, big, big, big, nine. In that nine circles, you must write from 
beginning and up and...top of the bottom of the circle Om Aim Kleem 
Sreem Om Maha Lakshmi Ayna Namaha. And use the sketch pens – 
each circle is each color and each word is one color. And middle 
circle, we must mention the Om. Om. You know Om? Om! Om – not 
like that. You must the symbol...here, like that. That Om must be 
orange or red. The circle must be, you mention like rainbow color. 
Each circle...different colors...different colors must be circles. No 
black anywhere.  

(Student asks a question about the colors)  

Swami: No, you must mention the Om is a red or gold color. Gold 
means, a kind of orange. Is it not? Last day I wear the color. What is 
that?  

Students:  Orange.  

Swami:  In our Telugu states, it is the gold.  

(Student asking question about the yantra)  

Swami: Just nine individual. Everybody got it?  

(Student asking or commenting on something)  

Swami: Excuse me?  

(She repeats it)  

Swami: Suppose you start Om – O, M. Aim Kleem Sreem. Om Maha 
Lakshmi, Ayna Namaha... one, like continuation of the letters, 
continuation the letters.   Why you mention... you mention the big 
circles – take big paper.  If you like, I will give sketch pens, it must be, 
maximum, this much two times.  Yeah, two times bigger, each circle 
is different color, each word is different color, anywhere, there is no 
black.  That is purifying the... I am telling, purifying the mantra, is 
108 times, 21 days.  
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After that, you take white paper and you circle that and you... 
different colors you write that mantra and you put that paper, frame 
it, when you are coming entrance with the house. And from being in 
the entrance you put that... hang that picture in your house. If 
anybody enter the house, first they must be see that circles. And, 
when you’re sleeping on your bed, back, you must hang that circles 
picture. When you wake up, just you see that and you wake up. If 
you wants to donate to any your friend, you write it, no Xerox copies, 
no photograph. You write in your own handwriting. When you are 
writing, you must going on pronunciation and write, however you 
take time.  

First of all you are making the circles with the help of any round... 
compass. Om Aim Kleem Sreem Om Maha Lakshmi Ayna Namaha. 
Like that. Om Aim Kleem Sreem Om Maha Lakshmi Ayna Namaha. 
From each thing, when you are making, when you are preparing, 
when you are decharging – that same pronunciation mantra is, must 
be continue that is a fundamental thing. Not, first you are making the 
charts to anybody, calling the mantra. You are decharging that, 
calling the mantra. When you are preparing that, sitting, calling the 
mantra. When you are going to attempt, calling the mantra. 
Understand? From when you got the thought in your mind, “Now 
we are going to start from the beginning to ending,” continuationally 
calling the mantra.  

Whatever you are doing for starting mantra, after decharging you 
must be going on that mantra. Suppose you are going on second 
mantra - Om Sra Nam Bhum Bhuteshvari Mama Kuru Swaha – this 
the second Earth Mantra (Repeats it slower two times) Starting and 
when you are decharging - Om Sra Nam Bhum Bhuteshvari Mama 
Kuru Swaha - Om Sra Nam Bhum Bhuteshvari Mama Kuru Swaha - 
starting to ending - continuation. There is a lot of process in this.  I’m 
selecting each process. There’s a little difference between last time 
their class, this time. Are you ok? I’m confusing, little bit, little adjust 
systems, little change - it’s ok.  

In last time, the peoples is very confused masters, understand? 
Confused masters means, they are always making the confuses and 
they are making the confusions themselves. That’s why I told simple 
method.  Here, I’m observing everybody’s listening very deeply, very 
deeply, each word everybody’s getting, hopefully. That’s why I’m 
telling all things.  Last time I told the optimum prize only one system. 
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This time I told three systems. Master must see the capacity of the 
students, then he approach it.  If the baby eats lot, it mustn’t be small 
food. (Laughter) Understand?  

This is the Earth. The timings is only depending on your hands and 
mostly, my advice is, maintain some time the vegetarian food. Is it 
possible?  Somebody’s not like this. (Laughter)  For little period, same 
proteins you can get from the herbals, some soya beans, some 
vegetables, from directly and indirectly, same proteins you know. 
The blood items, blood items means meat, chicken, lot of things.  
Even though you are doing the purification to your soul, the system 
said - it’s not good, then's your will and wish. Eating is, I’m saying, 
not good, not bad.  

Shirdi Baba used to eat, he smokes, he drinks alcohol - after he got a 
one stage, understand?  After he went one stage - almost all he eats 
the chicken murgia, murgia means taking the hands, own his hands, 
he cut the head and remove that skin, that feathers, and making a 
fire, cutting, boiling and sharing with all the people in his temple, 
party. That’s why I’m telling, read the Baba history, Shirdi Baba 
history. In some books there is no item - they are not mention cause 
of the peoples, almost all follow his faith.  

(Inaudible comments from students)  

Swami: After eating the food to... in the streets, in a month, six 
months once, one year once, he take the... what that?  Pipes.   

Student:  Intestines. 

Swami:  Washing, again eating - he’s a terrible master. (Much 
laughter)  

Swami:  Actually my master is Shirdi Baba.  In my ashram there is six 
feet statue, marbles, marble statue with diamonds crown. He’s a big 
boss. (Laughter) Yes, he is - he’s the master of the masters. He’s a 
master of masters - supernatural soul - very supernatural soul. In my 
life I got some lot of practical experience.  May I tell one incident in 
my life?  

Students:  Yes.  
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Swami: When I’m fourteen years old, I have no faith on the God. I’m 
a very, like a very playing games with friends, riding the bicycles, 
swimming the river – like that nature. Is the very hot time, summer 
time - examination time to my classes. I am studying on tenth 
standard. Actually, on the exam, I’m a very... in each subject I got 
ninety-two percent, ninety-five percent.  In my classroom I’m a first 
man, first boy – class first. Understand? Class first. So competition 
I’m studying in one old temple, it’s old, it is a shed. You know? 
Good, peaceful place.  

I’m using the bicycle out of the village two kilometers, three miles. 
There is a peaceful place. I am studying there preparing for the 
examinations.  Every day, a old man is coming that temple.  It’s a 
very old temple and it’s all destroy.  A old man, I don’t know he is 
Shirdi Baba. And he doesn’t walk perfectly, he not walk barely 
perfectly, very old and he with a beard, with cloth, with bag, with 
begging bowl - one stick in his hand with coughing.  Four days... 
since four days I’m observing him, one corner with coughing.  When 
I am going from studies over - he asked for some coins, “Can you 
give some coins?” Two days I give, third day I said, “No.” He says, 
“Ok.”   On fourth day, the time is 3:30 to 4:00 pm - I’m very hungry. 
I’m going to my house to eat food. When I’m going, he ask the coin, 
“Can you give one coin or two coin?” And I say, “I have no change. I 
have no coins.” Then he says, “Why you are saying lie?” He say, 
“You have fifty rupees with you.” Are you following? “You have a 
fifty rupees with you.” I was surprised! How you know? I know 
about you - it’s true. Then, I said, “I have no change. I’m going to 
house for food, I will bring the coins, no worry.” “Why you are going 
house?” “I’m very hungry to eat the food.” “I will give my food.” 
“No, no, no, I don’t like your food!” I say. “You don’t like my food? 
It’s very tasteful,” he say.  

Then he open his bag and he bring his begging bowl from bag. That 
food is very spoiled, four days food, four, five days food, you know 
spoiled - like smell.  And I said, “How you eat this food?  That’s why 
you are making your health very spoiled.  I’m bring my food from 
the house, no worry,” I said.  Then he saw into my eyes, with tears. 
Then I say, “What happened? No problem, I will bring food to you 
matter of even half and hour.  Tomorrow is my examination.”  Then 
he say, “Tomorrow is your mathematics paper. You don’t 
understand?  Tomorrow your subject is in examination 
mathematics.” I surprised, I told, “Maybe, since four days you’re 
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observing me, maybe you got everything, how can I know? You 
know that?” “I am Shirdi Baba.”  

Shirdi Baba just I am hearing first time. At the first time and 
introduction with spiritual master. “Ok, anyhow, I am going,” I say. 
“No, no, no – eat this food.” I say, “No, is very, is bad.” “Ok, you 
see.” Then he take his stick, made like this three times - is steaming! 
You know steaming? Evaporating! It’s the giving vapors! Hot! I 
surprised, then I felt afraid, “Who are you? Why you are doing this 
magic?” “I am a master of the magic,” each word is very deep, each 
word is very deep… At the time, I’m very tension to go house, 
tomorrow is mathematics very difficult subject, I want to prepare. 
Then confusion. That old man catched me, stuck upping me, with 
discussion. Then he say, “Just taste my food little. If you like, eat or 
you go your mom take your food.” Then he just give a small food to 
hand.  I taste, very beautiful, very tasteful!  After touching my 
tongue, he attracted me and he made two spoons from his hand.  I ate 
twenty to thirty times, then I fulfill. Then just I went to twenty feet to 
tap to washing my hand.  Just I went matter of one and a half minute, 
two minutes, he disappeared. He leaved a stick on the place – his 
stick.  Still I have the stick in my ashram.  

I felt afraid, my heads like this. (Laughter) It is the old temple, 
nobody’s there, he can’t walk, in the five minutes, just he walks little 
distance. I came out, then I climbed on that temple, I observed – 
nowhere. I found his finger, feet fingerprints, footprint. Making 
very... heart is very beating, powerfully, like 240 speed, making the 
sweat. “Oh my God!” Then, I’m in full confusion, full confusion. 
Nobody’s not there! I thought, nobody’s not to tell like this. Anyhow, 
I brought that stick, then I came to my mother, I told my experience. 
She told, “Maybe your dream... you got a dream.” “You see the 
stick?”  She say, “Uhh, you always silly, stop.”  

Ok, in examinations, when I’m seeing... writing in examinations, next 
day, his voice is coming... his voice to ear. I am making like this, 
again, writing. Again, voice is coming, only elawunow, elawunow; 
How are you?  How are you?  Then I went to one priest. You know 
priest, one minister, “One old man made a joke magic on me! He’s 
talking to my ears!  What happens, is good or bad?” Then he want 
me, “Oh you’re maybe some bad, evil power. I’ll make you.” Then, 
he done prayer and he made fifty rupees bill. (Laughter)  
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Ok, after few months after, he came in my dreams, “Why you are 
afraiding? I’m not a bad man, I’m your grandfather, I’m a 
grandfather all the peoples. Your work is lot of universal work. You 
are a global person.” You know global person? “You are a global 
person.” I’m not understand, he’s telling.  Then after, he invited, 
“You come to my place. My place is Shirdi. It is in the Maharastra 
State.   After few days, lot of peoples going.”  

Then after I searched for where is Shirdi. Who is Shirdi Baba?  Then 
one priest showed a Baba picture. It is equal, whatever I saw him, 
that picture. Then I want, decide to go Shirdi.  One group is going to 
Shirdi, one touring bus.  You know tourist bus? Then my mother’s 
not giving permission. Two days I made a strike in the house – no 
eating food, no water. (Laughter) And on the bed, “No, I won"t eat - 
you to give the permission to Shirdi, I will after.”  “Why Shirdi you 
are, it is a spiritual center! Why you’re going Shirdi?  Why you are 
strong desire?  “Ok, go!” and my mother gave.  Then I went Shirdi.  

When I stand in front of Baba statue, he’s saying in Telugu, “I’m 
waiting for you. Now, right time is coming, I am waiting for you.” 
This is true, just standing in front of statue, from that beginning, from 
here, “What is going on?” I’m not recognizing myself. Coming here, 
going there, something going there, like this, he’s making 
everywhere. Just he’s, he have a remote control on me. (Laughter) 
Yes, he have remote control on me, he’s doing remote.  Sometimes 
I’m praying, why you are making very hard work, too much hard 
work? I’m not giving good service to anybody - just it’s enough, 
nobody cannot get at a time.  “You try your best, do hard work.”  

His character is, who comes in front of Dwarkamai Masjid in temple, 
if he is a any business man, if he have a hundred dollars in his 
pocket, he asks be pull the ninety-nine dollars donation, otherwise, I 
won’t talk.  Are you understand?  That kind of commanding, “What 
do you want?  I will give you, what you are going to give to me?” 
But, everyday he collects some thousands of rupees. Evening, he 
disperse the money to all the poor. He disperse the money to the 
spiritual center and, again he going to begging on the street food, 
food, food.  

He take shower three months once, two months once - he won’t 
change the clothes. After dirty, dirty, the peoples... He have a best 
student, Tatya, Tatya. He’s a very dear student to only he’s a 
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protector. He have only good, you know good understanding with 
Baba and understanding means, commanding nature on Baba.  He’s 
only person making catching Baba, “No, you must remove the 
dress!” And making the remove the dress and making another, new 
dress, taking shower with the rose water and he feel, “Why you are 
washing my body? You wash in the inner side. Outer side is no good. 
Inner side is, can you wash my inner side? Not possible to you. I’m 
every day washing my inner side – that is pure smell. Outside is very 
dirty. After when inner side light gone, it become very dirty – bad 
smell, fraction of two days, three days – very terrible, bad smell. Can 
you wash that bad smell? So, you wash your inner soul. My dear 
Tatya, listen, when you say, I know everything.” “Please wash your 
body!”  

Then sometimes, when he using the ganjai and he’s lost his... he 
made a very sick, then he’s asking, Please bring some ganjai. Please 
bring some ganjai. Please give some ganj.” No, nobody cannot.  

One last moment, Tatya fell sick with cancer. You know cancer? 
Maximum four, five years on the bed, every day vomiting the blood 
and everybody’s asking Baba, “You have a supernatural powers. 
Why can’t you use on Tatya?  Why can’t you give it?  Why can’t you 
cure him?  What is your leela?  Why you are making like this?”  
When Tatya’s mother is the real devotee to Baba, starting at the 
moment of Tatya is very little boy.  When the Baba isn’t engaged, the 
villagers... I’m making the bored? I’m making to everybody’s not 
interested?  

(Students attest their interest)  

Swami: Yeah, when Baba isn’t engaged, the peoples thought, the 
village, Shirdi’s peoples, it is a, the Baba is a black magic person, he’s 
a very bad man.  Oh, his soul is very bad, so the peoples not allowed 
in the village.  He slept under the trees out of the village... beginning 
the village.  With hungry, he’s going on to meditation with hungry, 
he fell down Tatya mother, she observe, when she’s going on the 
route and she made the food secretly to him. That Village Prasent 
(villiage leader), he gave a statement to the people, “Nobody cannot 
give the food, no water to him, he’s a very bad man!”  He gave a one 
order to all the villagers, the Prasent word in India, who’s what they 
says, Prasent in village, the all peoples must follow his word. That is 
the system, are you understand?  
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So, Baba suffer very lot. After some time, Baba used his medicines, 
through the herbals. Who is going on the streets, on the front of the 
village, from beginning... cough, with some diseases, he caused them, 
fraction of minutes, to heal. They become very happy and they were 
going in the village, “Oh that man, bad man, they are saying 
everybody is bad man. No, he’s a very good, he healed my health! 
I’m very working, my fever is gone, my headache is gone, my 
stomachache is gone, my eyes, now it’s healed, now it’s good. My 
leprosy’s gone. Is coming very good!” Like that, people think he’s 
oooooooo what is the wonder?  What is the wonder?  

Then the peoples all made one, then they made the Prasent, again 
they brought Shirdi Baba. When he came in street, in the village, 
again the Prasent makes some very dirty things on Baba, Shirdi Baba, 
to making him to killing, you know killing and sending some gangs 
to injure Baba. Throwing some snakes in his Mandir, to beating. 
When he’s walking the night, some people, gang with sticks making 
the injures - like that, suffer with a lot of things from that people.  

Every day Baba uses, in his Mandir, lights with the oil.  He, everyday 
morning, he goes in front of streets, in the streets asking the oil.  After 
getting the oil, he makes the lights in the night times in the 
Dwarkamai, in the evening times. One day the Prasent declare, 
“Nobody cannot give the oil!” The merchants, you know merchants, 
oil merchants.  So Baba not get... that is the festival of Dipavali. You 
know Dipavali?  In India, good celebration, lights celebration - 
Diwali.  Then Baba came and sat, “It’s ok, I will make it water,” and 
he used the water to light.  Then the peoples surprised in the villages, 
“Oh, he’s a holy person.” They recognize he have the power, he can 
use, he can use the healing - he have the power.  

Like that, Tatya mother help from beginning to last stage, to giving 
the food to Baba. When she’s dying, Tatya is Baba’s student. He’s 
fourteen, fifteen years old boy and she take a word from Baba, “I’m 
dying.  I’m very sick, Baba.  I’m very old, you must protect my son 
throughout your life.” Then Baba gave word, “I will protect your son, 
don’t worry.”  That’s why she died, Baba is almost...  

Tatya is living with Baba a lot of time. Even though Tatya have a 
beautiful house in the village, when the night times, he came and he 
sleeps with Shirdi Baba, night times listening some words from Baba. 
And again, Tatya doing his works, farmer works, you know farmer? 
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In fields, in last days, Tatya, when he is in thirty-two, thirty-four 
years, and the Baba is eighty years old, he felt very sick, Tatya with 
cancer suffering every day vomiting the blood. The peoples surprise, 
“Tatya doing service since when he is a boy up to old age.  But, Baba 
not looking after him, maybe Baba have no powers.” The people 
making the confusion and Baba gave a word to his mother, “I will 
protect your son.” He’s causing, he’s not keeping his word. Lot of 
rumors, lot of commentaries running in the village…  

One day, that is the October 18th, Vijayadasani that’s a festival in 
India, Tatya felt very hard sick, last stage, like in coma, you know 
coma?  Lot of Tatya friends came with crying in front of Baba, “Baba, 
your student is dying, last stage, just you come at least one time.  
Since two years you not came in front of Tatya. How you are tough, 
your soul is very, your mind is very, like a stone, your heart is like a 
stone. There’s no melting nature you have.”  Like that they are 
talking, then Baba said, “No worry, I will give a treatment from 
here.” “You are giving treatments since three, four years, no happen, 
nothing happen.  Your saying, telling same word from three years at 
least you come, Tatya is wanting you see in his last minute, at least to 
your face.  Come, he is crying.”  

Then I said, “Ok, you go.” It is lunchtime, lunchtime means 2:30, 3:00, 
what is the time?  Lunchtime, lunchtime, they go. “Everybody take 
lunch then come, I’ll give treatment.” Everybody disperse, then Baba 
sit in front of fire. Baba uses fire twenty-four hours in, throughout 
year 365 days in his Mandir - one element – fire.  And he is straightly 
in front of almost burning the fire with the wood and he send his 
energy and he take that sickness to his body.  Suddenly Tatya became 
active!  He (Baba) got the cancer and he cough, cough, cough with 
blood cancer, he died.  

When he dying, there is only one lady – Lakshmibai, one lady 
sweeper in the Mandir. That Mandir is only twenty feet, twenty feet, 
twenty feet long, twenty feet long.  It’s triangle, small Mandir.  Lot of 
peoples surprise, “Why Baba, you are sacrifice your life?” That is the 
secrecy, that is the secrecy, that kind of nature, Shirdi Baba. When he 
is dying, Baba said, “Who calls me strongly, like sitting one place, 
who have faith on me, hundred percent my rays, my protects come, 
even from my Samadhi.  I will work my duties from my Samadhi. 
My bones will work, my bones talks to my devotees. Who comes in 
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front of my Samadhi, my bones talks.”  Lot of experiences going on in 
India, wonderful experiences - powerful master he is.  

Everybody thinks he’s a old man, grandfather. His life is a, like a 
heaven. When you’re reading life history, when he’s asking donation, 
the peoples make thinking very bad. When he’s asking food, thinking 
very bad. When he’s eating meat, thinking very bad. When he’s 
smoking, the peoples think he’s bad - activities is quite different, 
power is different.  The cow eats the grass, fruits, papers, wall 
posters, you know wall posters, but its milk is, its milk is pure. 
Sometimes, we never think, oh, the cow is eating wall posters, we 
don’t eat that her milk, that milk is very dirty milk, if you think like 
that - no.  So, some peoples thinkings master’s, “Oh, he is doing like 
that, like that, he’s man like that.” That’s not important, we must get 
what is in his heart, what he is giving.  We must suck that, we must 
only concentrate on that, not for his activities, not for his things, are 
you understand?  

This is just I’m telling briefly... My point is, master’s directions, 
activities, characters in the nature, quite different and to understand, 
to quite difficult. Master’s natures understanding, quite difficult, 
following just belief and following is good.  

We put one time to India, program. Is anybody interested? Pardon? 
At least in your lifetime, you see one time India – some holy places. 
The spirituality started from India, spiritual seed started from India. 
It’s true. In the universal globe, spirituality spot point started from 
that India. Within four, five years, this United States of America, 
United States, USA, is became more powerful healers, spiritual 
master, that is my mission. Each city have more than forty to fifty 
healers, powerful masters to wake upping, to running what is telling 
the truth, to magnetizing it to everybody in God path. All our 
peoples sleeping, making wake up, see what is going on. You are 
coming and going, borning and dying – why you came on Earth? You 
are making good wife, children, making money, using the house, 
making good cars, enjoying – dying.   

Why you came on real purpose - that is first, of all the fundamentals 
about healing.  Suppose one man is suffering with one problem. If 
you cured that, then he will got faith on you.  He turns in front of 
you, whatever you tell. “Ok, I will follow that he says.” First of all 
you must make them to joy. To making them joy, then filling their 
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happy in their life, giving one seed in their life – happy seed. That 
happy seed grow and it’s making, it’s grow up like a tree. Then its 
gives more seeds. Understand? My English is not good. Just I am 
learning from, just learning from to onwards. This is the Earth 
Mantra.  Next... Any doubts on that?  

Student:  Do we purify the mantras one at a time?  

Swami: It is depending on your times. If you have the time, if you 
have the capability and patience and interest, you continue the three, 
three at a time. Suppose if you missed one day, one time, one thing, 
one mantra, again, you must go from beginning.  So it make trouble 
to you. (Laughter) Better to eat spoon-by-spoon, spoon-by-spoon in 
the plate.  No hurry, hurry makes to worry.  

Student: So, first mantra forty-one days, second mantra forty-one 
days...  

Swami:  Third mantra twenty-one days. Next, his is almost all 
belongs to Na. Na means – Namashivaya. Na. Ma. Shi. Va. Ya. Na 
means earth. This is earth, you are crossing the earth, earth is over – 
element - earth of element is over, understand?  ‘Oh my God’ now we 
are starting Fire.  It is Ma.  

(Students clarifying that Earth is Na and now Fire is Ma)  

Swami:  Good. The Fire, first I will give the introduction on the Fire. 
In the Five Elements, the Fire is the highest burning nature to the 
divine and negative and cosmetic (cosmic) cosmetic energies, divine 
energy, negative energy, positive energy and attraction - magnetism 
energy. We can use this powers to good and bad. I think all the 
peoples use this powers in which way to using these powers to good 
or bad?  

(Various replies from students, not very audible)  

Swami:  Suppose, is one man is doing black magic in the people in 
the society.  He’s always making the mistakes and he’s making the 
suffering in the people, are you understand? And he challenges, “I 
can do within time, your life.  I can do bad within this time in your 
life.”  He’s somebody’s challenging, you know?  Not understand?  
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(Students speaking inaudibly, yeah, tell, explain.)  

Swami: Suppose one black magic person proudly, suppose he’s 
maybe proud. Your understanding with him is no good and he 
comes and he asks his desire. You are not feeling good. No, I won’t 
fulfill that desire. He challenge, “I’ll make your life bad within this 
time.” Squeezing. That kind of persons, you can burn his energy, 
fraction of seconds from this mantra. Seeing straightly, (snaps 
fingers) burning. After, his energy cannot work anything.  Is it true – 
practically you can do, in Los Angeles city lot of black magic peoples. 
Since I, when I’m here, six peoples I done without their notice. They 
came to see on me, just taking Darshan.  Just I observe, just I say, how 
are you? And he says, “I am fine.” “You’re always fine.” I said, just I 
said, “Today onwards, you’re always fine.” “What do you mean?” 
“You go and see.” After morning, he recognized all his energy burn. 
Then again he came, “Swami why you done like this?” “That’s my 
profession.” “How that? I’m making money?”  

Swami: Really? If you want to make money, there’s lot of routes, lot 
of things – not this way. If you want learn, I will tell real teaching. 
Without fee you come and sit there. Not making bad on the people. 
And he’s thinking - I’m sorry. Six peoples. You can find hundreds, 
thousands in the Los Angeles city. Clear. I can estimate.  

Without their notice, they’re making the peoples making like that. 
Suppose one boyfriend to one girlfriend, girlfriend maybe opposed to 
boyfriend - the boyfriend went one black magic people, “She’s hating 
me, do something to her. I’ll give five hundred dollars, thousand 
dollars, you do.” See, the peoples making like that. They are, they are 
implementing that. Everybody’s got it? Got it? We can use this 
mantra on the black magic peoples to burning directly. Now write it, 
everybody: Om Hreem Hessraim Hreem. Hreem. Hessraim. Hreem – 
again Hreem. Om. Hreem. Hessraim. Hreem. Om. Dheem. Dheem. 
D, hech, e, e, m. Pardon?  

(Inaudible questions)  

Swami: Yeah, two times dheem. Dheem, Dheem, after – Kleem. 
Kleem. These are all the bijakshras. You know bijakshras? In Telugu 
called Bijakshras – powerful word. Yeah.  
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Om Hreem Hessraim Hreem 
Om Dheem Dheem 
Kleem Kleem Sauom.  Again Sauom.  Two times Sauom. 
Maha. Agni. Agni. Swarupa Nyana Namaha. Swa. Ru. Pa. Nya. Na. 
Na. Ma. Ha. Swarupa Nyana.  

(Students discussing spelling)  

You are a good translator (to one of the students doing most of the 
spelling). (Students writing the mantra)  

Swami: Can you read what you write? (Student saying the last line is a 
little hard for her)  

Swami:  Have you got it?  

Student:  Not the last line. 

Swami:  Maha. If anybody’s not got perfectly, everybody making the 
error, I’ll give little punishment. (Laughter) I will give punishment. 
You don’t like it? (Laughter) Punishment means sit, stand, sit, stand, 
hundred times. (More discussion of spelling and pronunciation) It’s ok, 
yeah, once more check it, Om Hreem. Hesraim Hreem.  

(Students repeating with Swami) Om Dheem Dheem Kleem Kleem 
Sauom Sauom Maha Agni Swarupa (tape cuts to Swami already into 
spelling out last line of mantra) A N Y A N A N A M A. Hech A That 
is Maha Agni Swarupa Nyana Namaha. Ok. Ok. Ok. This is the 
Earth... sorry, Agni.  Earth belongs to Agni making the ash.  

(Inaudible comment form student)  

Swami: Yeah. This is purely angel of the Fire. What is the living in 
the Fire means, what is, now we are making the Fire, what is in that?  
It’s giving burning, what is inner energy?  That kind of firing nature 
in your heart, if you are putting the food, but inside it’s making 
digestion, some acidity coming, burning from, from our liver. Am I 
right? In acidity means, one kind of acids, the acids nature is burning 
nature. From the point, the fire is made in your heart. The heart is 
making beatings. Who made it? Nobody, scientist cannot find that. 
What’s happening in the heart? It’s almost all beating. We are 
walking, doing works and everything, our body make tired. We are 
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sitting, oh, I am very tired, my body wants to rest. Since when your 
born up to die, heart is doing hard work. If the heart feels, “No, I 
want to take rest two, three minutes...” what happen? There is no 
necessary to take rest to body, long rest. The fire is doing the energy 
to our body. That energy flows, the fire flows to our heart. That says 
the Vedas – this mantra says. This Bijakshra mantra says the energy 
flows, our body became heat, warm.  

How it is approach, how it is doing? Make a candle in a dark room 
and going on continuous this mantra, without blinking the eyes for 
few minutes. After, two, three tears comes from the eyes, at least we 
must be drop two, three tears from, from our eyes. On doing 
concentratedly on the flame on the candle – you must sit in dark 
room, close the doors, windows. That must be in constant, that fire 
not be air, no fan, nothing. Understand? And concentrately, you 
going on do that 41 days, 108 times. (Inaudible question from 
student) Yeah.  

(Another inaudible question)  

Swami:  No, no, no, no. Matter of few minutes up to one or two tears, 
comes. Everyday must become one or two tears. Is there any hard to 
anybody, any hard, any difficulty, anybody? At least, in this forty-
one days, everybody cries at a time. It’s good! (Laughter) Time is 
when the tears comes from your eyes, that water covers to your 
retina, and that fire comes looking three, four. Understand? Three 
times, three, four - flames.  

More than one means, it is called Dattatreya. Dattatreya is Bramha, 
Vishnu, Maheshvara. You know Bramha? You know Vishnu? You 
know Maheshvara? Who is he? Shiva yes Shiva. That three called – 
Bramha, Vishnu, Maheshvara. When you are, tears, in the tears you 
can observe the each flame like three, four steps. Maximum two, 
three, like sprinklings, like jig-jog. When you are going on see - your 
third eye open. There is one eye in our body – that is third eye. That 
is called Gurustana. That is only used for when, when you close these 
two eyes - that open. When you open the two eyes - it close. Now we 
are seeing, it is closing. When you are closing, it opens. That you 
must make from the fire. Lord Shiva have third eye. You know? You 
have any picture of Shiva with you now? Where it is?  

(Inaudible answer from students)  
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Swami:  Where? General there’s no picture of a third eye. You can 
observe any pictures, big calendars, he have third eye. Generally, he 
uses his third eye on negative energies. Shiva uses his third eye only 
on the negative energies. On the, you know Rakshasas? Rakshas. 
Demons, big demons, like bad people, in the last centuries he uses his 
third eye only on them. That is called “energy spot”. This called, this, 
this spot is called “energy spot” in the body. Not soul, not Kundalini, 
this spot, energy spot. It’s flaming like candle, it’s a light here. That 
thing we can get from the fire. This is only one mantra in the universe 
to, the fire mantra is only this one.  

Whatever the spiritual saints says, there is the different things, this 
the perfect. You do in your life practically, what happens, everybody 
got it? Everybody listening? Don’t depend on the recordings. 
Whatever I tell, just briefly mentioning. After seeing the, seeing the, 
seeing the candle forty-one days, after, what are the symptoms 
means, when you’re sleeping the candle will come in front of your 
third eye. When you are driving, candle will come in front of your 
third eye. It’s making very noisy. Noise means, coming, coming, 
coming. That is symptoms your soul is purified with the fire element. 
Now your soul got the fire element energy. Understand?  

How to utilize this energy to the, another bodies - very simple. 
Making in front of, when you’re doing the meditation with the fire in 
front of candle, you make a incense there, put the incense smoke. To 
anything make incense smoke, it is beautiful, holy smell. And you 
take that smoke to your fire finger. When you are using, the people, 
when you are pass on-ing the energy - take the smoke to the fire 
finger, then you touch their third eye, then you concentrate your two 
eyes to their two eyes - without any blinking. The patient must be, 
from the patient must be, from his eyes must be comes two, three 
tears. You must become two, three tears. The healer must be going on 
pronunciation this mantra in his heart.   

Understand? He’s going on calling mantra in his heart, touching the 
fire finger, seeing the concentration with eyes - that man must be 
seeing concentrate your eyes. Your pass-onning the energy from your 
fire finger, it burns his negative energy - it burns his negative souls. 
You are going to heal him highest energy. After tears comes, two, 
three drops, after, that man may be relaxed himself, like a drowsy. 
That is symptoms, he feel very tired. Then after you stop, then, again 
you decharge with the fire finger in front of the incense smoke, with 
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the same call, this mantra – minimum ten minutes, maximum fifteen 
minutes.  

(Inaudible question or comment from student)  

Swami:  Um-hmm. Yeah. Yeah.  

Student: Say it out loud or inside?  

Swami: Inside. (Another question) Pardon? Before when you are 
starting, no charging, you are already forty-one days charging, well 
charged. It’s enough. It’s the reserve bank. It’s a ocean. (In response 
to a question) Make a candle with him. Put the patient in front of 
you. You sit, incense one side, candle is middle, you touch with fire 
finger, you go on pronouncing, concentrate that mantra 
pronunciation. After two, three tears comes from you and from 
patient, he feel very drowsy. Then you stop it. Again you take your 
fire finger in front of incense smoke. Then you purify same mantra. 
You decharge it. That’s it. Everybody got it? (Inaudible question 
about third eye) Yeah. Third eye must, sometimes... Ok, we’ll pass 
on.  No worry, I know your thought.  

Fire Mantra 

Om Hreem                                                                                       
Hessraim Hreem                                                                                       
Om Dheem Dheem 
Kleem Kleem 
Sauom Sauom                                                                                           
Maha Agni Swarupa                                                                                 
Nyana Namaha.  

This is the next, we are going to Sky, his is only belongs to yours, 
yours enjoy. Communi.....this is the highest, important thing to 
manifesting - communication with the angels.  First I will listen, first I 
will speak – everybody is in healing this Sky mantra.  

 

 

Sky Mantra 
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Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam,                                                    
Yaha Patay Shiva Sanidhow,                                                                 
Shiva Loka Mavap Noti,                                                                      
Shivay nasahamo gatay.  

Again: Om Lingam Stakam Needum Punyam, Yaha Patay Shiva 
Sanidhow, Shiva Loka Mavap Noti, Shivayna Saha Mogatay. Again.  

This is the Sky mantra, to commanding on the Shiva. You are 
commanding directly on the Shiva. And is the prayer of the Shiva. 
We must sit in the nature alone, peacefully, going on communica... 
going on singing this, pronunciate this mantra. There is no limit for 
this mantra. It is infinitude.  It is infinitude, months, years – until to 
you talk the angels, until to you get the divine souls in front of you. 
When you are calling this mantra, what is mean by angel?  Do you 
any have idea what is the angels?  

(Inaudible response from students)  

Swami:  Pardon? Pardon?  Um-hmm, anymore ideas?  Life?  Light? L 
i f e.  Um-hmm. Any more? (Swami giggles) You say... Ok, pardon? 
Souls? No. (Swami giggles again, laughter from students) This is the 
pots of the energy, you know pot? Pot.  Not part – pot – vessel, pot, 
pot of the energies, vessels.  In the nature we can identify lot of pots, 
pots of the angels - pot of the energies. What is the energy?  The 
cosmetic [cosmic] vibration energies, making circulating one like a 
ball. You know ball, like a ball, the energy.  Sometimes you can 
observe the air make a, like round circles. Air. Rollings (Swami making 
blowing and whistling noise) goes to in the sky - it rolling ooooo - then 
it goes to sky. Like that. In the energy - the cosmetic [cosmic] energy 
it rolls, that rolls coming sooo and running in the nature. We can 
identify lot of rolls, if anybody doing meditation, sometimes like 
disturbing. When you’re walking in the house, suddenly somebody is 
pushing, like, what happen? Are you understand? That energy walks 
in front of, in your body. When it walks, our body shakes – ummmh. 
It’s, it’s in the nature, it’s circulating and goings, you can identify 
somewhere. Who was meditators, when they see it, with their…  

Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam                                                     
Yaha Patay Shiva Sanidhow 
Shiva Loka Mavap Noti 
Shivayna Saha Mogatay  
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Third-eye, the fire we can feel, it gives the magnetism that is goings 
on. When you’re calling the Sky mantra, Sky mantra - that is belongs 
to Shiva, in the Sky, in the nature, that circles of the energies, the 
circles of the energies called the Angels. There is no one structure of 
the energy. The energy is the God, the energies full of light - light is 
the God.  

When you are sitting calmly, going on meditate this mantra, your 
soul can magnetize that kind of circles of energy from your, in front 
of you. When that kind of energy come in front of you - you have 
already the Fire energy and the Earth energy and, and with this help 
of mantra - you can suck that circles of energy to your soul. When 
you suck the circles of energy in your soul, automatically you can feel 
– OOOOh my God, full of energy to your body. If you touch, like is 
vibrations. After one circles you got in your body - then second 
circles automatic comes. When you sit in meditation - that is 
meditation is depending on your hard work - making your soul like a 
big magnet. Understand?  

If you, if you bring a once iron rod - putting near fire bubbles, in front 
in the fire. After some time, if you take that iron - what’s it became 
like a thread, like a fire. Like that, if you sit in the nature, nature is the 
energy. If you sit in that energy, calling the correct mantra, 
pronunciation is the most important. Pronunciation is the most 
important. If you call the perfect pronunciation in the nature, in the 
energy, nature is the energy – calling the perfect pronunciation, your 
soul is magnetizing that energy. (Snaps fingers) Energy circles. When 
you got the magnetize, when you got that energy in your soul, your 
body became very excess of energy. When you sit in meditation 
again, automatic thoughts will flow. You can hear the voice from the 
nature. That is a deep, depth meaning. Everybody must be thinking 
about this deeply.  

Everybody got that energy from the nature circles - one time got the 
one, circles of energy - it helps to talk different kind of energies - if 
talking means pass-onning from soul knowledge. Talking means not 
from our knowledge, not like this words - telepathy thoughts. If the 
energy comes, if you’re thinking – how can I get supernatural 
energy? That thought, it pass the wheels - now you are phoning, the 
wheels only goes and it works, it manifesting like a voice. 
Understand? Telephone, if you call, that wheels goes to your friend 
house. It rings, and you’re lifting and you’re talking – you’re talking 
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in mobile phone, with a small rod. In the air, the wheels is coming, 
that machinery makes to in the voice. Understand? From your 
telepathy words, by vibrations from that energy - there’s a deep, is a 
deep point. When you concentrate on that, on the thoughts in your 
heart’s knowledge, heart thoughts, soul thoughts – it works on the 
energy. The energy works. Understand? You do in your life 
practically, is there any doubts in this point? I’m not expressing 
perfect, I am thinking so - my expressions is not good, I think so, no 
good. Yes?  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: Pardon? I will tell once more. When you got the energy pot, 
one pot of energy in your soul, your body became full of energy. It 
means your soul is purified. When your soul is purified, in 
purification. Again you are doing the meditation, the same mantra, 
Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam, Yaha Patay Shiva Sanidhow, 
Shiva Loka Mavap Noti, Shivayna Saha Mogatay. Same mantra you 
are doing. When you are going on doing, already you are purified 
soul. You can magnetize lot of souls. You can magnetize lot of 
energies.  

Suppose, your friend is passed, three days back. He’s coming in the 
house, making the noise in the kitchen, in the shower, in your 
bedroom. Maybe you have doubt. Ok, we will see. Then you sit and 
do in room, nature, in the lawn - then you do the meditation. You 
send from your thought – what is it doing in disturbance? Come 
here! After doing this, no noise. After doing this mantra 
pronunciation, that soul energy come in front of you. Tshhhht. Your 
soul energy attracts. What is doing the noise in the kitchen? You are 
sitting, just you are sending that thought, “What is in kitchen making 
the noise, come here! Your soul energy’s calling because of you’re 
purified, you’re got the energy from the nature – circles of energy. 
Understand? And, you can talk by telepathy – who are you? Not 
from the mouth. If you going on talk in the lawn, who is observing 
you, “He’s talking himself! Oh, he’s a madman! We must bring him 
to psychiatry.” That things happens. Don’t be like that. You must sit 
alone. It is true, true, true.  

And, you can magnetize any divine angels in the earth, in the sky. 
Understand? First of all, it takes, depending on your hard work, 
some peoples get, in India, within six months, one year – maximum 
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two years. They are making wonders. My good students in India, 
they are making wonders. They are doing, they are doing my duty in 
India. There is no need to with me. If they have any problems, 
anything just the papers will go in front of them, please, you look 
after my problem. They will say, they will hear, they will talk. The 
angels can help you manifesting things. Manifesting means, fifty 
percent creation of purity, fifty percent transferring one place to one 
place.  

Understand, transformation, transporter, you know transporter? 
You’re keeping one object, one flower in your room, prayer room, 
within this mantra and you are in the public, you’re calling, that 
flower comes with you, in your hand, and you’re giving the gift to 
somebody. These powers, almost all belongs to the angels. Siddhis, 
almost all belongs to the angels. In Siddhis is the eight – Astas 
Siddhis. The Asta Siddhis, Siddhi is the powers. That is the eight 
types. That is big chapter. We’ll discussion next time. Next time 
means, in next, next period. Next...  

Each Siddhi have eleven powers – eleven Angels. Perfect eleven 
angels, eleven Angels.  

(Student asks eleven angels?) 

 
Swami: Eleven powers. 

 
(Other students say, eleven Angels) 

 
Swami: How many Siddhis told Maharshi?  

Student: I think he taught us eighteen.  

Swami: Eighteen? Eighteen?  

(Students confer with each other)  

Swami: Twelve? Eight. Eight, then each have eleven powers – eleven 
Angels.  How many total?  

Students: Eighty-eight.  
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Swami: Eighty-eight. Plus, there is some supernatural things – 
twelve. How many?  

Student: One hundred. One hundred? 

Swami:  And the highest thing is – one. That is the God energy. You 
know, I have, we can find that book.  Not understand?  No.  

(Discussion amongst students)  

Swami: Eight Siddhis, each Siddhi have eleven powers, twelve is the 
totally pure, Goddess Angels.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: Twelve. Goddess. You know Goddess? Shiva’s powers is 
eight Siddhis, Shiva’s powers is eight Siddhis – Asta Siddhis. As-ta 
Sid-dhis. Asta means, in Sanskrit, eight. You have any picture with 
Durga on lion, on tiger, are you found here anywhere? The Durga 
have, Durga means fifty-percent Shiva, fifty-percent Parvati. Am I 
right? Nobody don’t know.  

What does it mean by wife and husband? Couple means fifty-fifty. 
Am I right? Shiva and Mrs. Shiva, is fifty-fifty. The Five Elements is 
belong to, he is everywhere - is the general foundation. The Asta 
Siddhis is, the Mother have eight kind of weapons. When she sit on 
the tiger, are you seen her picture, she brings eight weapons! One is 
circle, one is arrow, one is knife, one is trisul, one is damaruka - eight 
hands, with eight weapons. That is called – Asta Siddhis. Asta means 
eight. Understand? And, twelve is, only belongs to the Goddess. 
Ladies is the majority here, twelve. The Goddess of Parvati, Mrs. 
Parvati, the twelve powers is only on the Mrs. Parvati.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: Um-hmm. Parvati means Mrs. Shiva. Twelve. Twelve, twelve 
means - it is called panendu, it means her two hands blessings, she 
gives the blessings five, five with two eyes.  The lovely Mother 
always giving like this, the Goddess with looking after their babies 
and giving blessing, this is called five powers, five powers, one 
power, one power.  She’s always protecting with the twelve powers 
to their babies, original energy and one is totally her soul - her 
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energy, the Goddess energy - supernatural energy. That is highest 
stage, highest stage. First of all we must go from beginning of Five 
Elements, then Asta Siddhis – weapons. After completing the 
weapons, from taking the blessings, completing the twelve... Are you 
understand?  

First of all, starting with weapons, powers, weapons means Asta 
Siddhis. Then after, taking the blessings is one kind of angels – 
twelve angels, twelve angels. Here the meaning is not for Five 
Elements, is the Angels - only for Goddess, then finally, how to get 
totally her. Coming from her weapons and her blessings and coming 
through her - totally covering the energy - divine energy. That is one 
naught one process, one naught one systems. It takes ten to fifteen 
days. With powerful Sanskrit master each mantra taking only for to 
making, identifying that only angel, calling the angel. That Angel will 
come talking with you directly. Not for depending on the nature. Just 
calling on that name. Suppose she’s name is Diana F. If I call Parah, 
she will not see. If I call Diana F., she goes yes? If you sit and 
concentrately, Diana, Diana, that mantra, formula, wherever she is, 
phhhhht (snaps fingers), comes in front of you. Making the correct 
phone number, just perfect phone number to your house, just dialing, 
it rings. Pick up, talk. It is a God energy - unbelievable things!  

Everybody must be take own practice and own experience. If 
anybody says, if he says maybe unbelievable thing like taking 
experience is very good, it’s not a great thing, it’s very easy, very 
easy! Is there anybody interesting on the fifteen days? Hundred.... 
hundred not one.  

(Students speak inaudibly) 

Swami: Where we can put the course?  

(More inaudible talk) 

Swami:  Sani? 

(Students clarify – Santa Fe)  

Swami: Where it is?  

Student:  New Mexico. (Some comment about the ashram)  
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Swami: In my ashram, there is no chance to talk with me, everyday 
some hundreds, thousands peoples. How many people they like 
come? Two hands means? (Laughter) Oh, they are all fifty percent? 
Ok. It is ten days course – ten to fifteen days, minimum ten, 
maximum fifteen. When you wants to take the course?  

(Loud laughter and discussion) 

Swami: Pardon? When the peoples available? Which month?  

(Students all talking at once)  

Swami: You are in-difficult, making the time? Actually, this time, 
actually this time I’m in South Dakota to fly tonight India, from South 
Dakota to Sioux Falls. Sioux Falls, you know, to India, but that Ok, 
I’m change, no problem. I’ll spend my time, within three days, 
maximum some hours, perfect, giving perfect formulas, perfect 
knowledge. When I’m coming in night in car, I feel, “Why I made 
program? I’m not doing service, like a pain. Anyhow, I’m trying my 
best. I’m giving point, point, highest deep trusting – where is 
important. I am trusting on the point. I gave last time, the course, 
twenty peoples? Twenty-five peoples two days course. One day is 
how many hours?  

(Gaya supplying the answers to these questions)  

Swami:  One day is seven hours and next day is four hours, four, five 
hours. The course completed. This time I want to spend more, four 
days, but it’s making like this. When you wants to like, taking the 
course in next year?  After two years?  

On July 22nd, I must be there, on July 22nd Guru Purnima day in 
India. There is a Earth Break to the hospital - lot of peoples coming 
with prayers, some thousands of peoples. In the phones, I called four 
times to India. In the phones they’re crying, “Swami, why you are 
doing? What you are doing? Lot of peoples waiting here, why you 
are gone America? What you are doing there?” And I said...  

(Comment, inaudible)  

Swami: Pardon?  
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(Repeated)  

Swami: In January? In eighth of January is my birthday, so there’s a 
lot of function in India. Again, in February mostly I’m coming but 
already I promise to a hundred-fifty peoples on silence course and 
discourse. Hundred-fifty they are coming maybe in Sioux Falls. Or, 
one is in, that is Yogananda ashram, you know? Yogananda ashram - 
five days course, if I do silence in five days course, that energy, one 
must be take rest at least twenty days. That kind of highest healing 
energy pulsing, hundred and fifty, already hard work, before January 
is good, I think. We tell one date.  

(Several students speaking at once)  

Swami: Really peoples is liking? Is it possible to bring Sanskrit 
master?  Without Sanskrit master, I can’t.  

(Inaudible comment or question)  

Swami: Pardon?  Daytime, I will give the explanation, daytime, I will 
give the explanations and how to pronunciation. My discussion is, if I 
tell one mantra with a lot of examples, if time is going on past with 
different things events telling, making in night times, the translator, 
whatever in they wrote he’s straightly he read and he tells to you 
guys, in sections – how, when to do, like this all. Before morning, I 
will teach everything. And nighttime, he teaches clearly. Again 
morning, the peoples will have the doubts – step by step asking, 
again going in front. Understand? Like that, nighttime maximum 
four, five hours; daytime, seven, eight hours - totally, thirteen to 
fourteen hours per a day.  

I’m coming on, 29th I’m going to Japan this month. Last year I went 
Japan for only three days.  I promise them, in this year I will come. 
So, I’m in this year, I promise them July will come so, the peoples 
coming on July 22nd to Guru Purnima day, in India?  On 29th I’m 
flying to Japan. My program is there - thirty days. But I will short, 
twenty days. Are you understand, I will make my program only 
twenty days, on that ten days, back in here.  

(inaudible student speaking)  

Swami:  End of August ... is it ok?  
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(Students speaking)  

Swami:  Pardon? I’m coming from Japan, I think it’s maybe too 
early?  

Students: No.  

Swami:  I’m ok, is it too early?  

(Student discussion about how much time they should take to do element 
mantras)  

Swami: That is the only knowledge making the book and you have a 
one copy, going on continuation your life.  

(Lot of discussion amongst students)  

Swami: My saying is, suppose one man is doing forty-one days, one 
Earth mantra, is matter of one hour. That man is going on 
continuation that mantra, even though you are taking this course in 
nighttime, one hour. If you wants to take after, this all the course, 
afterwards became very busy, busy, busy, I hope so. My programs 
makes very busy.  

(More discussion amongst students)  

Swami: Lake Tahoe? Um-hmm. Oh, lake, three days back, I went, 
three, four days, highest mountains, Lake Tahoe - ocean beautiful. 
Important is belief, faith, belief and faith. Making one book, 
knowledge, what is the spiritual knowledge and keeping your, 
throughout life long continuation going healing, getting lot of 
experiences, lot of approachings. Understand? But, mostly the 
Japanese not give a permission to come here. That is the main 
difficult. If there is a break, they were made each city have one-day 
program.  They were making very huge programs.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: Yeah, I will give the messages by fax and everything. One 
man will come to Japan, what’s going on there, he will look then 
again, he will come.  Swami’s busy like this, pass on the message. I 
think, here in the group, somebody is interesting, somebody is not 
interesting, I think so. So, my advice is, better to wait after all the 
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course over yours. Forty-one days, forty-one days, forty-one days, 
twenty-one days, forty-one, forty-one, forty-one, forty-one, forty...  

(Inaudible student commentary)  

Swami: Getting of the information is very good. Getting of 
information is good. It is depending on your will and wish. The 
angels and the creation things is wonderful thing, your master in 
front of, making the joy and proofs. You know little proofs, 
experience, powerful experience, that ten days is going like a little 
heaven.  

(Inaudible comment or question)  

Swami:  What she say?  Ok.  One is September, one is after course, 
one is after August.  

(Several voices say, September) 
 

Swami:  Unity makes to anything good. (Students discussion – 
inaudible)  

Swami:  To going Peru? Pardon? October all are planning to go Peru? 
Um-hmm. I think, how many of us Peru? How many of us journey? 
India is a less, equal to India, India is eighteen hours, twenty hours. 
How many peoples cannot come to September course? Cannot? 
That’s good. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight nine.  What 
is the problem? Money?  Ummm, if they have any problem with 
money, no worry about the money – no fees for to go or not, careful 
not journey, don’t worry.  

(Loud laughter over something)  

Swami: Pardon? 
  

(Someone asking inaudible question)  

Swami: When your Swami coming beginning of next year, this 
program also made a very confidentionally without notice, Los 
Angeles city. If I gave announcement I am giving this course, then 
some thousands list, thousands list.  John Gray, he’s spending his 
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time and lot of wealth, lot of things, it is confidential – very much 
with his DC 9 jet. Knowledge is the luck to getting one time. If it 
comes in front of, not use go, not take – losing. Some multi-million, 
millionaires here, when I’m in Los Angeles they are come, “Swami 
whatever you like, we will provide. Please come to our house. Just 
you give the time. We will come any place, anywhere.”  Please teach 
me.  

(Student discussion)  

Swami:  First we will look after the position, September 1st ok? So, 
just getting a brief knowledge on the spirituality it is not a waste 
thing. Lot of peoples spending some thousands of dollars in their 
general domestic work, understand? Lot of things buying and using, 
lot of things, but spirituality is the greatest, powerful thing in the 
nature. If you get, one time, the opportunity, utilizing - is my advice, 
good. It’s never come again, again, again. Like your some thousands 
more, more interesting people very crazy in America. But if I gave a, 
one, if I spend one time with anybody I choose only that peoples. 
Why new car - old is gold, old students is a gold students. 
Understand? Here, in my sense, maybe some people thinking, 
“Swami charging like this, like this. It is nothing. It is nothing.” My 
ashram is the five million dollars work. Just if I’m saying, don’t 
misunderstand me proudly, if I ask anything to anybody, they will 
give with humbly.  

My main intention is making the greatest healers, making them, 
everybody, healer. Not a time, at a time, to manifesting. They must be 
good, the healing energy, to doing the step by step in the public.  
Automatically, they will get.  First I must teach how to swim. Then I 
will throw in the water. Then they can like drinking water and 
catching and again drinking, swimming, swimming. And then they 
can swim first in swimming pool, in the river, in the lake, in the 
ocean. They can’t swim in the ocean at a time. Swami told these all 
things, nothing happened. One year more, two years over, nothing 
happen – maybe it’s wrong. It’s not wrong. Your soul is still 
purifying, purifying. Fraction of two, three days some peoples doing 
the healing in Los Angeles - highest powerfully. They have that kind 
of soul energy. It’s just matter of two, three days (Snaps fingers) 
doing highest results.  
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Don’t see in the money. Don’t think about the money. You think 
about the spirituality, think about the God and what is the energy of 
the cosmetic (cosmic).  What is the truth, research on that, that is my 
word.  In January, mostly coming, but with the trip of little short 
time…  But, (break in tape) ....nos teachings, only for whatever I 
selected, selected, selected in the peoples, for only that people next 
year, not for all.  Everybody understanding?  

(Inaudible question) 

Swami: Pardon? 
 

(Repeats and goes on at length)  

Swami: See, main thing is everybody must have desire, I want. 
Suppose, we bring a cow in front of the river, we feel it is thirsty and 
we show the water to the cow, if it likes, it drinks, otherwise we can’t 
put the head… that head in the water and drink, drink!  Are you 
understand, don’t misunderstand me, like that, we show, taste it. It is 
not my knowledge, is knowledge of, you can test the paper, how it’s 
old, that palm leaf. Some carbon testings, what is it says – have them 
test. It is not my words, it is not my knowledge - is knowledge of 
supernatural saints, now we are doing practically.  

Rama Krishna Paramahamsa, you know Rama Krishna 
Paramahamsa, you know? You know Vivekananda? Vivekananda’ 
master, Rama Krishna Paramahamsa - he done meditation twelve 
years.  How many years?  Twelve years, nothing happen.  He felt the, 
all the spirituality is false, is a lies. “I wasted twelve years my time 
unnecessary. I lose my wife, I lose my joy, I lose a, my happy, day 
and night I sit in ... I sat in meditation in dark room and doing 
meditation, meditation, meditation.” Nothing happen, he felt. Then 
he decided, (snaps fingers) “I want to die!” Highest depression. Then 
one master came in front of him – Bhairavi Mata lady,  “My dear boy, 
why you are in depression? Come with me,” then she teached Rama 
Krishna Paramahamsa the Asta Siddhis, “First you see the small soul, 
then you see big one. You can’t see at a time, big. Come with me.” 
Then she brought to him burial ground, you know burial ground? 
Burial ground, place of dead bodies, burial ground.  She brought… 
you read Rama Krishna Paramahamsa history – powerful man. One 
and a half year he done in the burial grounds and on the ending of 
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second year he communicated with the divine light - highest joy, 
highest happiness. Totally, fourteen years it take Rama Krishna 
Paramahamsa. My advice also, the master can give the seed of the 
formulas.  He give the grow the seeds or not. The rain is God’s thanks 
– God is in his hands. Understand? Sunrise is yours. Focusing on 
that. Seed is the master’s – water is the God – sunrise is yours - it 
grows tree. The master cannot tell you can get at this time, your tree 
make in this time, flowers, we can make fruits. Understand? 
Everything depend on the God’s grace.  

But one thing is true, everybody make, everybody have, they can get 
the strength to the healing. Highest, they can do healing works – 
healing workshops. A powerful healers, they can get, I can make it. 
But with direct communication with the angels and the light – to 
depending on only the, yours hard work and the God grace. 
Whatever I am giving the formula, seeds is perfect – you can test it. 
There is the knowledge of two thousand years - that’s not in my 
knowledge.  That knowledge, whatever I learn, I tested, then I feel it’s 
very good – that same tasting I’m giving (snaps fingers) eat 
everybody.  

In the universe, this kind of mentality masters, very less, it is true.  
Are you understand?  In the universe, like this giving of the 
formulas, teaching things – very, very rare - nobody cannot teach. 
This are all the selfish things, selfish things means.... suppose a 
master says, teaches… they will use their powers in good, they’ll use 
the powers in bad – the public makes to very dirty. That’s why the 
spiritual wealth, is very less in the universe now. It’s not growing 
very much. My mission, my ambition – (snaps fingers) must be grow 
fastly. Why making in one person? Spread it, like a spray. Spray it, 
everywhere must be smell - the fragrance. Making the hundreds of 
healers throughout the global, throughout the worldwide was people 
inviting me - Italians, London is, France, Germany’s, Swami, Swami, 
Swami. Some troops comings to Putaparthi and they are coming to 
my place. Swami, Swami, please come my countries, at least stay two, 
three days. Just come and visit my house, give your blessings to some 
people.  

Five years back, one lady came from America – Los Angeles, Joy. 
Now where I’m living. Five years back, I promised to her – after four, 
five years, I will come. Not now - it is a five years over this time I 
came. When I came here, step-by-step, the peoples is magnetizing 
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me.  In my heart, the ambitions coming – I must teach, I must do my 
best.  Understand?  Chance is in your hands.  

Now, where we are in now? 
 

(Students call out when they want him to come back) 
 

Swami: August 31rst. What is that? Why is the special day for that?  

(Someone answers because that is when you are finished) 
 

Swami: Are you sure? 
 

(Students answer, mostly, yeah) (Inaudible comment)  

Swami: Oooo my God. Yeah. Um-hmm. How many peoples here? 
Forty, cross, forty, cross. You make minimum hundred, maximum 
one ten.  Is it possible?  

Gaya:  Anything’s possible.  

Swami: Oh! But, one thing is possible, maybe not possible to 
magnetize your master to here, just depend on yours luck, luck, you 
know?  

(Inaudible comment)  

Swami: Oh, yes. This is the Sky Mantra. Write it everybody, Om 
Lingastakam Needum Punyam, Linga – stakam Lin Ga Sta Kam Lin 
Ga Sta Kam Nee Dum Pun Yam Punyam Yaha Patay Patay Shiva 
Sanni Dhow Shiva Loka Mavap Noti Ma Vap Na Mavap Na Ti 
Mavap Noti Shivayna Shivayna Shivayna. One time, one time, Saha 
Mogatay Saha Mogatay Saha Mogatay Saha Mogatay Are you got it? 
Same. Once more check it.  

(Students chant with Swami)  

Are you got it?  Shivayna. Are you got it?  No.  Once more check it.  
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Sky Mantra 

Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam,  

Yaha Patay Shiva Sannidhow,  

Shiva Loka Mavap Noti,  

Shivayna Saha Mogatay.  

 

Once more. Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam, Yaha Patay Shiva 
Sannidhow, Shiva Loka Mavap Noti, Shivayna Saha Mogatay. 
Everybody got it?  Now I will sing - everybody heal yourself.  

(Swami walks around room and chants the mantra sweetly - eleven times)  

Everybody got it? Proper Pronunciation? Now? You read it how to 
pronunciation it.  

(A student attempts chanting it – other students help with the 
pronunciation)  

Everybody chants together. Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam, 
Yaha Patay Shiva Sannidhow, Shiva Loka Mavap Noti, Shivayna 
Saha Mogatay. Everybody close their eyes....  

(tape cuts) ...calling close strongly - I will sing, heal everybody. This is 
the highest, important one in the Five Elements - communication 
with the angels is the first strong.  

(Swami begins to sing the Sky mantra a little different than he normally 
chants it – seven times)  

Swami:  Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti-Hi All right, that is the perfect 
pronunciation. Now we will enter to the Water. You want to take any 
break now? You want take break? Ok, I will give only twenty 
minutes just for food. Maybe bathroom busy, restroom is busy now. 
Ok, carry on. Now, where we are in?  

Students: Water.  
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Swami: You are in water? (Laughter) Everybody start with Omkara 
three times.  

Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam                                                    
Yaha Patay Siva Sannidhow 
Shiva Loka Mavapnoti 
Shivayna Saha Mogatay.  

Students:  Om.  

Swami: Now, where we are in water?  

(Swami moved away from microphone, can’t make out what he’s saying. 
Sounds like he’s asking if anybody went outside.)  

(Students begin to chant the Sky mantra – four times and begin fifth)  

(Swami has one student stand and say the mantra, correcting his 
pronunciation as he goes)  

Swami: Once more.  

(Swami sings and students follow each line)  

Swami:  Get it?  Once more.  

(Student Dr. Thompson – recites it again)  

Swami:  Good, excellent, sit down. Ummm, you.  

Student: Who me? 

Swami: No, if again, if you pronunciation’s wrong, hundred times sit 
and stand punishment, remember without mercy, just, carry on.  

(Another student recites the last line is giving pronunciation problems.  
Swami sings it and has everyone repeat it a few times.)  

Swami: Excellent. Now we are entering to the Water?  Ok, now we 
are doing the Water. Om. Kluum. Om Kluum Dhluum. 
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(A student is helping with spelling. Another student makes a comment 
about Swami)  

Swami: Give a chance to me, my duty for only teaching ok. Om. 
Kluum. K, l, u, u, m. Dhluum. D, Hech, l, u, u, m. Jum. Kanaka. Dur. 
Gamba. Dur – Gam – Ba. Om. Again, Kluum. Same word, first word. 
Dhluum. Jum. Hum. Write it! First of all, Om Kluum Dhluum Jum. 
Next – Kanaka Durgamba. Next: again Om Kluum Dhluum Jum.  

(Student asks how you spell jum)  

Swami: J, A, M. Hum. Hum. Kanaka Durgamba – again, Kanaka 
Durgamba. You wrote it already second sentence. Kanaka 
Durgamba.  Durga Dev (Swami coughs) sorry, Durga Devi. 
Prasanam. Yes, once more check it.  

(Swami chants and everyone chants with him)  

Water Mantra  

Om Kluum Dhluum Jum                                                                     
Kanaka Durgamba 
Om Kluum Dhluum Jum Hum                                                        
Kanaka Durgamba 
Durga Devi Prasanam.  

Swami:  Excellent. Prasanam.  

(Students discussing spelling) 
 

Swami: You read it? 
 

(Student recites the water mantra)  

Swami:  Excellent, wonderful. Right. This is the only useful of the 
psychiatry patients.  Write it and the energy pass-onning from one 
body to one body in the water. First the healer must be learn forty-
one days, 108 times, when he is taking shower, long shower in the 
bathroom - meditation in the bathroom.  

(Someone asks if can do in bathtub)  
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Swami: Yeah, water must be touch with your body. Better symptoms, 
maybe in swimming pool, maybe in shower, maybe in sit in tub.  

(Someone asks something)  

Swami: Middle of ocean, ocean, yeah, but ocean makes very noise. 
Your direction parts, it goes different kinds, so, better to sit in the 
swimming pool or in lake or in bathroom, in tub. Right? And after 
forty-one days, when you are taking.... before forty-one days, shower 
when you are taking shower, sleeping automatic comes, like a 
drowsy. A full energy is pass-onning your body, you can feel 
yourself. That is the symptoms if you are purified with the water. 
When you are in water tub, you feel yourself greatest sleeping 
coming - big tiredness. That is the symptoms of your soul is 
capability, it have the most capability in the Water. From on the day 
you can heal from the Water to anybody, mostly use this power for 
only psychiatry patients who was depression on the mind – failure, 
the mind thoughts. The patient and you must be switching the water 
at least ninety percent in the ninety percent. When you are doing the 
healing don't drink that water - it's serious!  

After healing, when you are healing the patient, the patient feel like 
electric shock. When you are doing pronunciation with the mantra, in 
front of him in the tub or the shower or in swimming pool, better to 
sit in swimming pool or tub. Maybe swimming, the tub is not suitable 
to the two persons at a time. But, make a big tub or bring him, the 
patient, in the swimming pool, one corner. And you sit one calm 
place, peaceful place and going on do healing with this mantra. Om 
Kluum Dhluum Jum, Kanaka Durgamba, Om Kluum Dhluum Jum, 
Hum, Kanaka Durgamba, Durga Devi Prasanam. Like that. Going on 
singing this mantra and looking up to his face, the patient face. At the 
moment, if patient makes very, he does very like a madman - he’s a 
really mad. He wake ups and he wants it to beat, like electric shock - 
he can’t sit. Like he puzzles himself. What do you say? Yeah. Body 
not controlled. At the moment, yeah, two persons must be control. At 
the moment, you not touch to that man. Unfortunately, don’t drink 
the water. If you drink one drop of water, again you must redo forty-
one days. That is almost all full of negative energy.  

(Inaudible question)  
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Swami: No problem. No problem.  For only, not for you, no drinking 
water. And after healing is over, after he’s making shocks, shocks, 
shocks, then he treated, drowsy – then he become quiet. Then you 
bring him out, then you bring him out and you change the water. If it 
is in swimming pool, if you sit in north, again you come in south, and 
you sit there, again you do ten minutes to minimum, fifteen minutes 
maximum, that same pronunciation the water.  You are decharge.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: Suppose the patient you sit in the north, one end the 
swimming pool, after healing is over, again you come to south and 
you sit there and do the pronunciation. Don’t sit on the same place.  

Student: The same place the patient sat, or where you sat?  

Swami: Pardon?  

(Student repeats question)  

Swami: You not understand my point. Suppose you and the patient 
sit one corner – east. East. Do your healing to him. After healing over, 
actually the condition is, you must remove all the Water but in 
swimming pool, not possible. That’s why you coming to west. You 
change your body in different place. Then you decharge there, got it? 
If anybody’s suffering with negative energies, with problems, with 
headache, with the, like, bone pains, with muscle pains, like back 
pains, you can heal by the water.  

(Inaudible student question)  

Swami: Pardon?  

(Student repeats)  

Swami: Yes. Yes, yes, yes. This is the energy from the Water and one 
thing, when you are, the rainy time... you know rainy time?  On 
moment, it is one condition, don’t do in the rain times. Suppose the 
rain is coming on your, oh your feel happy. Unfortunate, don’t do 
this one. If you do this one, highly impossible to get again purify 
yourself. In swimming pool you are sitting, unfortunate rain is 
coming. Stop and stand up.  
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It is the highest full of the energy to our body. It fulls, it gives the 
highest energy then all the elements. It makes very drowsy, highest 
energy. If you see it, like hand, if anybody touch to your body, they 
feel. When I touch your body, how you feel?  

Student:  Now? 
 

Swami: First. 
 

(Student replies that he felt like something electric)  

Swami: Just like electric. Only I used one person, just like testing. 
That is the way of energy person. It is true. Believe it. Practice it. Get 
yourself.  This is the Water.  Next, is there any doubts on this one?  

Student:  In general when we’re doing the forty-one day, the candle, 
if we’re interrupted for five minutes by someone coming in do we 
lose everything?  

Swami: Even the President of America, President of America came in 
front of you, I want talk with emergency, when you are doing 
meditation – no, no disturbance, in any urgent call - no. Whatever the 
important calls, anything in your meditation - no. Suppose one 
person wants to do japa 108 times, fifty times in morning, fifty times 
in afternoon, eight times in midnight. That’s not good. Understand? 
Twenty-five times in car driving, twenty-five times when you’re 
eating, oh, anyhow we are counting we’ll fulfill in a day. Please. Last 
time there was a lot of people making that type of question. Swami I 
will do fifty percent morning, twenty-five percent in evening, when I 
am sleeping, twenty-five percent.  Is it Ok?  

So, if you sit one time, if you have the time, (snaps fingers) three at a 
time, within forty-one days. (Whistles) Completed. If you have the 
time, capacity - three elements at a time shhhht.  If you have more 
time, Five Elements within one forty-one days, fulfill.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami:  More the, whatever you like. Forty-one days, but, if you 
break any Fire or any Water one time, again must become first. If you 
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spend forty- one days, I have no work. Five hours every day, five 
hours I will spend for this – no work at all, if you decided – then take 
Five Elements you do forty- one days. Then you start healing. Then 
you can communicate with the angels.  How your body feels with 
that divine vibrations, you can’t sometime, you can’t tell it – oh my 
God what happened to my body energy? It’s true. Can do in forty-
one days. But mast, master gives suggestion only - you go spoon by 
spoon. Slow process – standard.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami:  No, any time, any time, but mostly, you avoid in rainy time, 
in rainy time in swimming pool.  

Student:  Should it be the same time of day?  

Swami:  No problem, any, anytime, this is exemption and the Air is 
very funny, Air element.  

(Inaudible comment)  

Swami: Ok, no problem, but Earth is first one, Earth and Fire ... 
almost all you maintain one time. It is a foundation, one time there’s 
no exemption for that.  Ok?  

(Inaudible question or comment) 
 

Swami: Foundation. 
 

Student:  No, but which one is the foundation?  

Swami:  Earth and Fire, now we are entering the Air. This is, we can 
find three types of formulas, mantras. First we’ll write the three: Om. 
Sarvam. Bramham. Mayam. Sar Vam Mayam. Om. Sarvam. Bramha 
Shaktim.  

(Student spells out the words for everyone)  

Swami: Once more, please read it everybody. (Students recite first two 
lines) Bhaja Hanumantha  
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(Student spelling these two words) Bhaja Hanumantha. He’s a master of 
the energies. Kings of, he’s the King of Monkeys. Bhaja Hanumantha 
Manasa Smarami. Manasa. Smarami. Sma. Ra. Mi. Manasa Smarami. 
Neeja Bhagavantha. Neeja. Neeja. Bhagavantha. Sirasa. Smarami. 
Smarami.  Once more, check it. Sarvam.  

(Students go from there reciting the mantra)  

Swami: Bhaja Hanumantha, Manasa Smarami. Neeja Bhagavantha, 
Sirasa... Smarami. Got it. Got it? Got it. Now, I will tell everybody, 
listen.  

First Air Mantra  

Om Sarvam Bramha Mayam 
Om Sarvam Bramha Shaktim 
Bhaja Hanumantha Manasa Smarami                            
Neeja Bhagavantha Sirasa Smarami.  

Swami:  Got it? Good. 
 

Student:  One more time, please. 
 

Swami:  You have doubt? 
 

Student:  Just a question on Om Sarvam Bramham.  

Swami:  Ok, one is Sarvam Bramha Mayam, one is Om Sarvam 
Bramha Shaktim. Sarvam Bramha Mayam, Sarvam Shak...Bramha 
Shaktim. Bhaja Hanumantha Manasa Smarami. Neeja Bhagavantha 
Sirasa Smarami. Good and the second mantra is... this mantra, you 
must do, from morning sunrise to evening sunrise time.  Sorry, 
evening sunset time, from morning sunrise to sunset – in the middle 
time....  anytime, any moment, anywhere.  

Student: Anytime during the day?  

Swami: Any moment, anywhere, even you are driving, vegetable 
cutting, cooking, washing, walking (snaps fingers).  
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Student: That’s the first one.  

Swami: First one 108 times, one round mala .... rudraksha, one round 
mala and, forty-one days, morning to before evening. The sun is 
must, sun is be must, without sun – no, no, no - highly impossible. 
They again, all you, this is the, belongs to, there is a secrecy here, if 
you do wrong, this last element, this total four elements failures. He’s 
a master, he’s a monkey - he destroys everything - very careful, that 
monkey’s in your mind, that is your mind… You’re controlling your 
mind.  Hanuman, he’s a masters of the minds, be careful, this one.  

And, the second one is: Om Bramham, Vishnum, Maheshvaram. 
Bramham. Vishnum. Maheshvaram. Ma. Hesh. Va. Ram. Om Dheem 
Kleem Saoum. (Students writing) Maha Shakti Ayna Namaha. Maha 
Shakti Ayna. Namaha. Om Bram ...check it once more.  

Second Air  

Om Bramham Vishnum Maheshvaram                                                
Om Dheem Kleem Saoum 
Maha Shakti Ayna Namaha.  

You read it? (Student recites it) First word again, first sentence you 
read.  

(Student repeats first line)  

Swami:  Good. You read it.  

(Student recites the mantra)  

Swami: This must be do, only nine days, nine times per a day, in the 
evening hours – there is no sun, there is no moon, there is no stars on 
the time, dusk time. No sun, no moon, no stars – dusk time, nine 
times, nine days, anywhere, anytime – duk (dusk) time.  

Student:  Nine times per day? 
 

Swami:  Per day enough, nine days, now…  

(Inaudible question)  
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Swami: Um-hmm. You start from Earth, first from Earth. Then you 
want to do, complete ... or Earth, or Fire, Sky, Water, Air... or, three 
time, Earth to Air. Next, Om. Ram. Three times – Ram, Ram, Ram. 
Ramay-mee Ramam. Ram, Ram, Ramay-mee, Ramam.  

(Students reciting the mantra) 
 

Swami: Ramay-me Ramam.  

Third Air Mantra  

Om Ram Ram Ram Ramaymee Ramam  

Swami:  This is, I’m giving to chance this one – highest important 
thing here. In the three items we can do anything, but you do this 
one, anyhow, from full moon day starting. 

 (In low voice he says to someone – don’t be confused, you follow your 
system).  

Swami:  Starting full moon day, forty-one days, complete this mantra. 
After, three days, forty-one days after, 108 times per a day, only 
midnight, twelve noon. Zero hour, zero hour starting, you must be 
do, you know zero hour, zero hour - twelve, midnight, exactly 
midnight. You must start this mantra only at full moon day. Full 
moon day, you know, full moon day? Full moon. Just you see the 
moon, take one time prayer, you sit in the room, continuation it. 
When after it forty- one days is over, three days – Om Guru Guru 
Paramaguru. Write it. Forty-one days after, three days, continuation, 
Guru Guru Paramaguru. Only midnight time – same that time.  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: Three days. It becomes forty-five days. On forty-five day, 
there is no moon, total dark. Full moon to full moon, thirty days, full 
moon to dark day, fifteen days, it means, you are coming from full 
moon day to dark day. From on the beginning, your purification is 
full of over – your elements is full of purified. You must do... only 
be... Earth mantra, you can find the Guru Guru Paramaguru. 
Everybody got it? Guru Guru...I, Guru Guru itself, one of key point 
for all the Five Elements. After when you’ve purified the Five 
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Elements, everything, there is no necessary to do each mantra, Earth 
mantra. There is no necessary to pronounce Earth mantra, Fire 
mantra, Sky mantra, Water mantra or Air mantra - only Guru Guru 
Paramaguru.   

If you want to call the angel – Guru Guru Paramaguru. (snaps finger) 
If you want send the message – Guru Guru Paramaguru. After 
getting all things, after you must use Guru Guru Paramaguru. This 
mantra is highest usefuls. This three, belongs to Air, is what are the 
uses, I will tell. Write it. Sending the blessings to anywhere. Uses. 
Sending the, our energy from your house to any house in the 
universe. Energy. Light. Energy mean, you want to tell something to 
some your friend. He’s not available you. Maybe he’s flying 
somewhere, somewhere, somewhere you sit in meditation, you 
thought, that message goes in his dream. It is true. It is happening in 
the devotees, lot of. Sometimes, Satya Sai Baba comes and Vibhuti 
will comes from picture. Have you heard about it? Have you heard 
about it?  

(Affirmatives from students)  

Swami: Vibhuti comes through picture, Baba is coming personally, 
physically?  He’s sending his energy - that is passed on energy from 
his place to some other place.  

Student: Are we still talking about the third air mantra or the Guru 
Guru Paramaguru?  

Swami: This is work on all Five Elements.  

Student:  So, the Guru Guru Paramaguru.  

Another Student: Is it Om first, Guru Guru Paramaguru or is it just 
Guru Guru Paramaguru?  

Swami:  Om, Om is everything’s greeting in mantra and we can call 
any soul from the, anywhere to your place is a direct communication. 
The Five Elements says, the Air says - the Hanuman flies on Air. You 
know that? Bringing the mountain. How many people saw the 
Puttaparthi? Are you see the Hanuman with climbing the mountain? 
Big statue, maybe, five hundred feet statue Baba made it. That man is 
like flying in the mountain, with mountain in the air. He’s a more 
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powerful than Rama. You know who is Rama, but he’s a student of, 
he’s a student of Rama. But, he’s more powerful than Rama. How it 
means, he is a very most belongs to the Air. Namasmarama. He 
always does, Ram Ram Ram, Ram Ram Ram, Ramay-mee Ramam. 
Ram Ram Ram, Ramay-mee Ramam, some multi millions of times, he 
doings it.  

One time, Lord Rama and Hanuman made fighted each other. Rama 
uses arrows to Hanuman, but all arrows just Hanuman catch – chhht. 
True, then Rama, “Hanuman, what power you have? You are my 
student, but you got lot of energy, how it possible?” Then he said, “I 
done only your name, so, yours protection energy is my protection 
energy, in the air nobody cannot do anything to me - highly 
impossible. Even the creator of the creator comes, if he uses any 
energy on me, whssht... because of, I purify Air. It is one element I 
purify. The Air only, listen my word.” It happen in Treyta Yuga, in 
Ramayana. You know Ramayana book? You read it?  In Ramayana we 
can identify that. These are all key points, deep meaning, deep things 
they made a, in  the leaves they wrote it thousands years back, that 
things we are following now.  

Student: After (can’t totally make out, but gist is after purifying all the five 
elements) and then, all we need to recite is that Om Guru Guru, that 
one, for any of the five elements?  

Swami: Yeah, but, if you like, you can use by one by one. If you 
selected your decision in the Sky, communication with the angels, I 
told, Om Lingastakam Needum Punyam, Yaha Patay Shiva 
Sannidhow, Shiva Loka Mavap Noti, Shivayna Saha Mogatay. This 
maybe very big to everybody sitting calmly: Om Guru Guru 
Paramaguru, Guru Guru Paramaguru.  The Guru means master. 
Guru, Guru, masters of the master.  Paramaguru, he’s a supernatural 
master. You are cross one Guru, then you are in a Guru, you are 
going to supernatural Guru.  The meditators says… the saints says, 
first you meditate in the light, then the Light in you, then you will 
become the Light.  First you meditate in the Light, then the Light in 
you. Then you will become the Light. This, this spiritual friends said. 
It means you can identify here, the Fire.  First you are doing in front 
of Fire in the Fire element... ma, na – ma, ma, block ma. You are 
meditating in front of the candlelight, firing with red light there, then 
that light in you, then you will become the Light. You can burn 
anything – any negative energy. Just with your third eye. This the 
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spot of the energy. Everybody I observing, they understand only 
thirty-five percent with the face feeling.  One man is, one man is, I’m 
sorry, I’m trying my best, I’m trying my best, but each thing, 
whatever I’m expressing first time, second time, third time, trusting 
mean, you must be follow that – something is there. Swami’s 
stressing means something is the key point is there. You just listen 
that key point. You take my recording cassette, make it, going on 
listen. Ten times, fifty times, hundred times. Where I am trusting 
each point, very easy, communication systems in the nature, very 
easy. You know about Dalai Llama?  Who is he?  

(Inaudible responses – can hear Tibet being said)  

Swami: Pardon? Buddhism? He have any powers?  

(Inaudible response)  

Swami: Sure. He’s the following of the Five Elements. Tis true. 
Commanding on Five Elements. His master, Buddha, he followed 
which, which thing?  He don’t know any mantra, he don’t know any 
Vedas, he don’t know anything, just he made in his mind confusion. 
Why the man is coming?  Why he’s dying?  Why the peoples 
suffering with diseases?  Why the people suffering with poverty, 
with different kind of problems? Then he made a few confusion. 
Then he wants to search for the answer. He asks a lot of peoples – 
nobody cannot give perfect answer. He night, at midnight he leave 
his kingdom, wife, (snaps fingers) baby, and everything then he went 
in forest, in the nature.  Just he sit, going on thinking about the God, 
and listening different kind of voices – from the nature, bird sounds, 
water sounds, leaf sounds, air sounds. By listening, listening, 
listening, deeeep listening, his soul magnetized lot of supernatural 
energy from there – angels. Some years after, then he find, (snaps 
fingers) desires makes to many problems. Then he got lot of energy 
from the nature. He exposed, “You read the Buddhism, you can 
identify same things.”  

In Japan, in Matsumoto, is anybody in Japan? There is a very big 
temple, Buddhism temple. Wsssssh. Very big. Every time there is 
firing one place, that smokes heals to lot of people.  Through their… 
their feeling is that smoke is giving to healing throughout the 
country, they are depending on the Fire.  In India, Gomateshvaram it 
is. Nobody cannot… don’t know where the water is coming from 
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that, just it’s coming from… The peoples, almost all, they take the 
water, putting on head or taking shower there and concentrately with 
meditating with Buddha. There’s a big Buddha temple, 
Gomateshvara and it’s belongs to Jainamata. They’re depending on 
the water, the Buddha, Buddha is commander on the Five Elements, 
“Who was real devoted to me, who was faith on me, whatever they 
feel, this water is holy in my temple, the smoke is powerful.” If we 
sleep one time in the temple, if we sit on meditation with that temple, 
if the belong, if they’re faith on the Earth, that temple earth spot, they 
can purify. If they spends some time in the temple, that air purify, 
who have the faith – he commands on the air.  Like that, the spiritual 
master Buddha also commanded the Five Elements. I think it not 
understand?  

(Inaudible question)  

Swami: They created! When they’re building the temples, oh in this 
temple smoke is more powerful. Now we can identify in Shirdi. In 
Shirdi, when Baba is in twenty-four years old, twenty-five years old, 
he made a fire in his Mandir.  Still that Fire is continuing up to now, 
since one hundred fifty years too. This some thousands of thousands 
lahks of peoples, millions of people, they are taking that smoke. 
Smoke is firing, taking and they bring in there ash putting hair, 
eating that ash. It means they are depending on the fire. All their 
problems is they spiritual master’s giving fulfilling their desires with 
the fire element - it is Shirdi Baba system. Understand?  

Who comes in front of him, in his life history, his lifetime with the 
diseases just he takes Vibhuti from the fire and he gives. He smoke 
the ganjai - that smoke (Blows) he blows. (Snaps fingers) Go. He 
does, he doing work on only with the smoke and a with the ash. He’s 
working throughout his service, depending on with the fire giving 
the ash, giving the smoke - blowing.  He remove the four elements. 
He catch one element – he use only that thing, only one arrow, only 
one bullet.  With the five bullet, in Five Elements is five bullets - he 
use a only one bullet - that is fire.  Still, the millions of peoples in 
Shirdi they uses the ash – Holy Ash. It is fired by Baba. He 
commanded on the Fire – who comes in Dwarkamai, in this temple, 
who surrendering in front of the fire, they all negative energy will 
suck - that is the greatest faith, understand? No. Yes?  
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Each saint, is used one element in their lifetimes, some bodys two, 
three, four, five. Now, I gave a Five Elements course.  It is depending 
on your choice, choosing, whatever you like, you choose yourself. 
This is, the today, your course.  Satya Sai Baba uses by air. 
Sometimes, he commands the Five Elements, making the ash, giving 
the people.  But, Shirdi Baba is not like that, he uses only the fire, 
smoking the ganjai, (he blows) blowing and twenty-four hours the 
fire is burning.  In the burning, that ash he pray the fire and he uses 
and he commanded that fire, “Who comes in this place, who 
surrender in front of you, who takes from this, from your place ash, 
they must be cure.”  He gave the word, now it is curing it is running. 
It is truth, the Water is almost all have on the Shiva’s head. You know 
Shiva, he keep the Water here. (Indicating top of head)  Why he kept 
Water here?  

(Inaudible response) 

 
Swami:  Fire?  Fire. That means where?  

(All in response to someone speaking)  

Swami: When they were, you know Amrutha? Amrutham. Amruth! 
Amruth? The, the milk ocean - the Gods and what is the mean devil’s 
masters who is that? Rakshasa? What they called? Demons? Satans. 
Like Satans the big Satans masters, they fighted to the Amruth. 
Amruth is highest energy. If they drink that Amruth, they have, they 
are immortals. You know immortals? That Amrutha gives to 
immortal nature. That Amrutha is in the milk ocean. You know milk 
ocean? Balasamudram.  

It is Indian tradition says, in the oceans, I don’t know what ocean it is 
maybe Arctic or Antarctic ocean, maybe the Gods and the Satans, 
brought a one big hill, making like shaking. They find, to a rope, 
there’s, they have no rope, but a with a big mountain and they use a 
big snake – Adishesha – seven heads. And, when they were making 
the shaking the, lot of things is came from the ocean. Lakshmi. You 
know Lakshmi? Wealth. Lakshmi came. Sri Maha Vishnu take that 
and, Amruth, Kamadenu. Kamadenu means it is Indian tradition it is 
a cow, whatever they like - it gives. Like that, are all things is came 
from the ocean and one time the snake sucked a poison, not sucked, 
remove, produced. The snake produced a poison from the mouth, 
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making the tough, hardly, then the poison came from the snake. That 
snake poison makes to very, like terrible heat – alahala. All the Gods 
and Goddesses making afraid. Shankara, you are only one person in 
the universe. You are a commanding man. Please try to control the 
poison.  

Then he take the poison from his hand from direct, from the mouth of 
the big snake. Throughout the universe snake like that and he drank 
that. If he drank - he died. Until he not take up, before Amruth and 
he kept here (indicating throat). Not down, not up, that’s why we can 
identify Shiva’s throat a here this part is very black in pictures. 
Everybody must be read some histories. Indian tradition, very funny 
and somebody think these maybe funny stories. It’s happen - it’s true. 
Himalayas. Meditations. Lord Maha Vishnu. Shankara. We have lot 
of proofs in India, lot of proofs.  

Thousand, thousands of years back proofs we can identify now. That 
poison is stagnant, he’s preserve in his throat. That heat he cannot 
tolerate. That’s why he made a water on his – to heat. All the Maha 
Vishnu, Bramha, they are afraid. No, Shiva is only person to control 
that poison because of Na. Ma. Shi. Va. Ya. The Five Elements is 
controlling his hand. He’s the big boss on the commanding on the 
nature. Understand? This is the Five Elements. You can, after 
choosing up to everything after completing of everything, the course, 
after meditation, you choose anything, whatever you like, then you 
are - proceed to the people. But healing, when you contact the... with 
souls, manifesting things is, is very important and very sensitive and 
very difficult. You must a be contact with the souls very carefully - 
taggling with their souls. Don’t afraid, nothing happen, be braveness. 
God protects to everybody. Now I will give that kind of energy. The 
souls almost all have beautiful structures, don’t worry it's maybe 
devils like that, even though it’s devil - if it’s come in front of you, it 
comes very beautiful structure, understand it? Um-hmm.  

(Inaudible comments)  

Swami: Yes, no, no, yes. Yes, no. Hi, George. Even though it is any 
ugly face came in front of you, a so ugly face, understand, that, your 
third eye makes it beautiful. Your third eye only sees that ugly face, 
not to your body, not your two eyes. This is only, this is no, only this 
is, when you see that, its make a beautiful. Don’t afraid, hard work is 
yours. Faith is important, Shirdi Baba says in his life history, “Shrada 
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and Saburi.” Shrada means, means patience. In saburi, Shrada means 
interest. Sorry, Shrada means interest. Saburi means patience. Who 
have the interest and patience, they will be successful in their life -  
without interest, without patience, (snaps fingers) highly impossible.  

Ok, we are doing since five months. Nothing happen. Just we will try 
again, five month – nothing happen! Try. Nothing happen Try. My 
hard work is now, it is fourteen years, thirteen, fourteen, almost of, 
no minimum, maximum ten years over, now I am in twenty-four. 
Ten years over. When I’m in ten years old, just casually I’m thinking 
about the ...different things. But perfectly, ten years is makes me like 
this but, still I am in student. Understand? Hard work is most 
important. Faith, concentrating, Swami gave these things, we will ask 
somebody is it true or not, I’m doing five months, six months, 
nothing happen. Oh my God! And you going somebody – on any 
Holy Man - what is Swami - what is these are all things? We are 
doing lot of hard work - nothing happen.  

Nobody don’t know. There is only one moon. That moon is the Five 
Elements, in your hand. If anybody have this kind of thing, they may 
be world famous people. Understand? Commanding on the Five 
Elements is, who have the commands on the Five Elements, he’s the 
supernatural avadhuta saint, supernatural saint. Like Buddh, Jesus, 
Shirdi Baba, Satya Sai Baba, like that. The general, spiritual masters is 
quite different. Yogas, Patanjali Yogas, spiritual path, shakti path - 
this is totally belongs to your soul and your mind – he’s spiritual, too. 
But, the Love path, love path - this is totally bringings to the human 
service, the angels, to reach the God. It is the path. There is a lot of 
paths, this the one kind of path. Understand?  

(Students talking various questions on the different mantras – Swami 
answers)  

Student: The air mantra, you said it has to start on the day of, first 
day of the full moon.  In what time of day you do?  

Swami: Any day, no problem, full moon time.  

Student:  What time of day, does it matter?  

Swami:  Air mantra? First? Yeah, no, no time, any time.  
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Student: After midnight?  

Swami: Yeah.  

Student:  Then any time between that time?  

Student: 108 times a day?  

Swami: Yeah, no problem, it’s already recorded. Pure recorded. 
Listen everything, you can get knowledge, more knowledge.  

End of Talk 

 

	


